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CHAPTER 1
INMDUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
1.1.1 To ensure the regularity and safety of aviation, it is necessary that aerodrome lighting
and radio navigational aids have high integrity and reliability. It is considered that the
probability of failure of well designed and maintained lighting and radio aids at a critical
moment is extremely low.
1.1.2 The following material is intended as a guide to the recommended electrical
engineering practices for design and installation of new systems and the modification of
existing systems of aerodrome fixed lighting and of distribution of power to radio
navigation aids. It does not imply that existing installations, if different, are wrong and
should be changed automatically. It does mean that some of the earlier designs adopted are
not recommended for repetition since they have been superseded by later thinking. Because
of the differences in engineering style and equipment in different countries, this material
establishes only basic design principles. It is not intend to illustrate detailed design or
particular pieces of equipment or systems unique to any one State.
1.1.3 The electrical systems for aerodrome visual aids and navigation systems require good
quality installations and consideration for features which are not usually involved in other
electrical installations. This manual discusses the general features of electrical practices and
installations with emphasis on those features which are less commonly involved or have
special significance for aerodrome operations. It is assumed that those using this manual
will be familiar with electrical circuits and general practices but may not be knowledgeable
of certain features of aerodrome installation switch are less frequently encountered in other
electrical systems. Some of these features are that most electrical circuits are installed
underground, series circuit sari used for most lighting systems, higher reliability is required
of the input power sources, and rapid, automatic transfer to secondary power in case of
power failures. Each aerodrome is unique, and its electrical installation should be designed
to provide economically power and control which is safe, reliable, and easily maintained.
1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THE MANUAL
1.2.1 This manual provides information on the Electricity Supplies in Chapter 2,Electrical
Circuits for Aerodrome Lighting and Navigation Aids in Chapter 3, Underground Electrical
Systems in Chapter 4, and Cables for Underground Service at Aerodromes in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
ELEMICITYSUPPLIES
2.1 SOURCES OF POWER
2.1.1 General
2.1.1.1 The primary sources of power for aerodromes should be determined before the
designs of the aerodrome lighting installations and the radio navigation aids are initiated.
The electrical power for these installations is usually only a small part of the electrical
power used by the aerodrome. Whether the visual and radio navigation aids being installed
are for a new aerodrome or for modernisation and expansion of an existing aerodrome, the
sources of power should be analysed for availability, capacity, reliability, practicality for
the proposed installation, and for future expansion. This analysis should include both the
primary power source and the secondary power source required by Annex 10, Volume 1,
2.9 and Annex 14, 8.1 for use in cases of failure or malfunction of the primary power
source.
2.1.2 Primary power sources
2.1.2.1 The primary sources of power for most aerodromes are feeders from a widely
interconnected electricity network outside the aerodrome, usually from either a commercial
or a public mains supply. In some cases the power may come from a local generating plant
or from a limited distribution system. Two independent incoming power sources are
desirable for major aerodromes, instead of a single primary power source. They should
come from widely separated sections of the electricity network beyond the aerodrome with
each supplying separate circuits that would provide integrity of facilities if one failed.
Preferably, these sources will have separate feeders from separate substations and will also
be from different generators. Other supply arrangements may be use depending on the
security, reliability, statistics, or economics applicable to particular situation.
2.1.2.2 This power is usually supplied at higher voltage (over 5 000 volts) to the
aerodrome main power substation.
2.1.3 Secondary power sources
2.1.3.1 Most aerodromes with aerodrome lighting and radio navigation aids should be
provided with secondary electrical power for the aids required as a minimum for operations. The circuits and facilities to be provided with secondary power vary with the most
critical class or category of flight operations. The aerodrome facilities for which a
secondary power supply is recommended are indicated in Annex 14, Chapter 8 for visual
aid sand in Annex 10, Volume I, Part I, Chapter 2 for radio navigation aids. Those facilities
for which secondary power is required should be arranged to automatically connect to the
secondary power supply on failure of the primary source power.
2.1.3.2 Sources of secondary power. As recommended in Annex 14, Chapter 8, sources of
secondary power may be independent public power sources or stand-by power units.
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2.1.3.3 Independent commercial or public main power source. For aerodromes with the
primary supply or electricity from a singe source. separate independent electrical
transmission power lines may be used to provide secondary power. These independent
power sources are not usually connected to the aerodrome lighting and radio navigation aids
loads but can be automatically connected to these loads in case of failure of the primary
power source. These independent power sources may be in a reserve status only or may be
supplying electrical power to other facilities on the aerodrome. An independent source
supplying power to other facilities should have adequate capacity to provide th power for the
more essential aerodrome lighting and radio navigation aids in addition to the usual load or
switching arrangements should be provided to disconnect from its usual load as it is
connected to the lighting and radio aids load. The improvement integrity of operations
provided by independent power sources depends on the separation and independence of this
source from the primary source. If the two sources come from interconnected distribution
networks, a failure in the network may cause both sources to fail. An independent power
source may be used as a secondary power source if it has the capacity to supply its own load
plus the aerodrome lighting and radio aids load and is so separated that any single cause of
power failure of the primary source will not interfere with power from the other source.
Unless the independent source is completely isolated from the primary source and will not
be overloaded upon failure of the primary source, local secondary power should be provided
for the visual and radio navigation aids essential to the operations of the aerodrome.
2.1.3.4 Independent local power source. Some aerodromes may have turbo-alternator
motor units which are used to supply power to non-critical facilities. These local power
sources may be used as the secondary source of power for critical aerodrome lighting and
radio navigational aids. If the primary power fails, the critical lighting and radio aids are
transferred automatically to the local power source. If the local power source has adequate
capacity, the lighting and radio aids load may be in addition to the usual load. If the
capacity of the local power source is limited, the local power source may need to
disconnect some of the non-critical load before connecting to the critical lighting and radio
aids load.
2.1.3.5 Local power to primary source another arrangement is to supply the power for the
aerodrome lighting and radio navigational aids from turbo-alternator motor units which
may also be supplying power to other facilities. If this source of power fails, the critical
lighting and radio aids load may be transferred automatically to the primary power source
for the aerodrome.
2.1.3.6 Stand-by power sources. Secondary power sources may be engine-generator sets,
or turbine generators from which electrical power can be obtained and which can be
automatically connected to the facilities requiring secondary power. The maximum load
which can be connected should be within the capacity of the stand-by units. Stand-by units
with capacities ranging from 50 to more than 1 000 kilovolt-amperes are used as secondary
power sources for airports. The secondary power source should be capable of supplying
power for a time period that exceeds the maximum time needed to restore power from the
primary source. Engine-generator sets are often expected to operate for 24 to 72 hours
without refuelling. Other secondary power sources, usually for small loads, may be battery
units, fuel cells, etc.
2.1.4 Distribution of intermediate power
2.1.4.1 The voltage from the primary power source is usually reduced at the aerodrome
substation to an intermediate voltage (2 000 to 5 500 volts) for distribution
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Table 2-1. Secondary Power Supply Requirements for Visual Aids and Radio Aids
(From Annex 14 and Annex 10)
lighting

Radio Aids
Visual aids requiring power

Runway Classification
non-instrument

Non-precision

Precision approach
Cat I

Precision approach
category II

Precision approach
category III

radio aids requiring
req. power

max .switch-overtime

Visual approach slope Indicators
&~ edge
Runway threshold
~ end
Obstare
Approach Lighting system
Visual approach slope Indicators
&~ edge
R~ threshold
M~ end
Obstacles,

2 minutes
2 minutes
2 minutes
2 minutes
2 minutes
15 seconds
15 seconds
15 seconds
15 seconds
15 seconds
15 seconds

Approach lighting system
threshold &edge
Runway end
Essential taxiway
Obstacle
Approach lighting system
a~ edge
Runway threshold
R~ end
Runway centre Line
Runway touchdown zone
Stop bars at taxi-holding positions
essential taxiway Including stop bars
other than those at taxi-bolding
positions
Obstacle,
(Sane as category II except all
stop bars - 1 second)

15 seconds
15 seconds
15 seconds
15 seconds
15 seconds
1 second
15 seconds
1 second
1 second
1 second
1 second

max. switch-over time

SRE
YR
NEB
D/F facility

15 sec
15 sec
15 sec
15 sec

ILS local~
10 sec
ILS middle marker10 sec
ILS outer marker 10 sec
ILS glide path
10 sec
PAR
10 sec
ILS localizer
0 sec
ILS glide path
0 sec
ILS inner marker 1 sec
ILS middle marker 1 sec
ILS outer marker 10 sec

15 seconds

15 seconds
(Same as category I1)

a. Supplied with secondary power when their operation Is essential to the safety of flight operations.
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within the aerodrome. This power is usually distributed by a "parallel" system to the
various transformer stations for further step-down of voltage to match the input voltage of
the equipment. Two independent incoming electrical supplies taken from widely separate
sections of the electricity network beyond the aerodrome are recommended. Within the
aerodrome, reliability in the supply of power to the individual stations can be improved by
using a closed ring high voltage input circuit with balanced voltage protection on the
distribution transformers or by using a double loop system from independent primary
sources operation as open rings feeding two transformers at each station. This latter system
is illustrated in
Figure 2-1. If a centralised monitoring system of the loop switches at each station and of
fault currents likely to occur in each section are used practically complete elimination of
power failures to the transformer stations can be achieved. Simpler arrangements providing
lesser reliability may be used at smaller airports.
2.2 POWER TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
2.2.1 Transfer (switch-over) time requirements
2.2.1.1 When the primary power supply to the more critical visual aids, facilities, and radio
navigation aids fails, the load must be transferred to the secondary power source. The
secondary power source must be started and speed and voltage stabilized before the load is
transferred.
2.2.1.2 The transfer, or switch-over, times permitted depend on the most critical instrument
classification of the aerodromes operation. Annex 14, Chapter 8, and Annex 10, Volume I,
Part I, Attachment C list the maximum permissible transfer times for the components of
aerodrome lighting systems and radio aids associated with non-instrument, non-precision,
and precision approach runway categories 1, 11, and III. (See Table 2-1 )
2.2.2 'Continuous power sources
2.2.2.1 Certain types of lamps cannot be restarted for several minutes if there is a break in
the current through the lamp of more than a few tenths of a second. Some types of radio
navigation and computer devices allow no interruption of power. It is necessary to provide
an uninterruptible or near continuous source of power when the primary power source fails
to cater to such equipment. Some devices, such as some computers. are capable of
accommodating only very limited fluctuations of frequency or voltage and require a truly
uninterruptible power supply.
2.2. 3 Methods of transfer
2.2.3.1 The following methods are suggested as possible ways to restore the power supply
within the specified maximum transfer times. It is advantageous to group loads with similar
limiting transfer times so that they may be controlled at the transformer supply or at the
feeder distribution connections from the same secondary source.
(a) 2-minute transfer time. Where a 2-minute transfer time is permissible, local
gasoline or diesel engine-generator or gas turbine-generator sets with automatic or
remote starting and switching are satisfactory In this 2-minute period the engine or
turbine can be started and the speed and voltage regulation can be stabilized.
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(b) 15-second transfer time. Where a 15-second transfer time is required, standby
diesel and gasoline engine-generator sets with rapid-start capability and fast-acting
automatic switching or an independent source with automatic transfer switching can
be used.
(c) 10-second transfer time. Where a 10-second transfer time is required, secondary
power units with suitable starting and switch-over capability can be used.
(d) one second transfer time where a one second switch-over time is required, one of
the following two methods are usually used for this rapid transfer of power. One
method is to start the stand-by diesel engine or gas turbine-generator set as soon as
the RVR is of the order of 600 m and operate the more critical lighting and radio
aids from this generator set with automatic transfer to the primary power source in
case the secondary power fails. The critical load power should continue to be
furnished by the secondary power source until an RVR of 800 m is reached on a
firm trend of improvements. The second method is to automatically switch-over to
a satisfactory independent power supply.
(e) Near zero transfer time. Very fast-acting (switching in 0.3 second or less)
automatic transfer devices which can switch the load from the operating stand-by
generator to the primary source are required for lights using some types of discharge
lamps in order to maintain the discharge. Another method of obtaining a near-zero
transfer time is to use an inertia flywheel-driven generator which is capable of
maintaining the power supply during the start-up of the secondary power source.
(f) Zero transfer time. For those facilities requiring uninterruptible power and
accepting only limited variations of voltage or frequency, battery-driven static
inverter(s) or generator(s) (see Figure 2-2) may be used. Although the secondary
power transfer should usually be accomplished in only several seconds, the battery
set(s) should be capable of operating the facilities for a minimum of 15 minutes
without recharging.
2.3 SECONDARY POWER EQUIPMENT
2.3.1 Components
2.3.1. Secondary electrical power should be of such quality that it will provide the
reliability, availability, and voltages and frequencies needed by the facility. The major item
of secondary power equipment commonly used for aerodrome lighting and radio navigation
aids are engine-generator sets, power-transfer switching devices, batteries, and battery
chargers to furnish power for starting the engine generators, and vaults or shelters for this
equipment. Less often used, usually for special facilities, are uninterruptible power (UPS)
systems, standby battery-power systems, solar or wind generators with battery systems,
independent generating devices such as thermoelectric, nuclear, or fuel cells. The secondary
power equipment should be located as close as is practical to the input of the facilities
served.
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2.3.2 Engine-generator sets
2.3.2.1 The basic secondary power engine-generator set consists of a prime mover, a
generator or alternator, a starting device, starting controls, and a fuel tank or supply.
Engine-generator sets for secondary power units are usually in 100 to 500 kilovolt-amperes
capacities but may range from 50 to 1 000 kilovolt-amperes in capacity .
(a) prime movers. The prime movers for most secondary power units are gasoline,
diesel, or gas engines or turbines, the choice being based on cost and availability of
fuels. These prime movers are usually available in standardised sizes with adequate
power to handle the kilovolt-ampere rating of the generator. The prime movers for
most major aerodromes are rapid-start types which can start automatically, stabilize
the speed, and be connected to the load within 10 seconds.
(b) Generators. The generator, usually an alternator, is mechanically coupled to the
prime mover and provides secondary electrical power at the frequency, voltage, and
power rating of the unit. These generators may be either single phase or three phase.
They should have high efficiency in converting mechanical energy to electrical
energy.
(c) Starting devices. Most secondary power engine-generator sets use battery packs to
store energy for starting. Because of the infrequent use, short operating periods, high
starting current demands, and cost, lead-acid type batteries are used most frequently
for starting these units. The battery pack (often a set of batteries connected in series
and/or parallel) must be capable of providing the voltage and current needed to start
the engine within the required time limits and under the most severe conditions
(usually a low temperature of -7*C) at which the secondary power unit is expected
to operate. A battery charger with over-current and over-charge control is
permanently connected to the electrical power to maintain the stored energy in the
batteries. The battery pack should be well ventilated to prevent accumulation of
hydrogen gas and should be protected from arcs, sparks, or flames which could
cause an explosion of any accumulated gas. Nickel-cadmium batteries may be used
where special conditions warrant their high initial cost. Flywheels,
pneumatic-pressure vessels, other-than-battery stored-energy devices are used
infrequently for engine starting because of unreliability or cost.
(d) Starting controls. The controls for the engine-generator set are usually automatic
start with the sensor for primary power failure as part of the transfer-switching
device. Manual or remote controls are sometimes used for facilities with low critical
requirements. Once I is started, speed and power are automatically regulated by the
engine and the electrical load is connected by the transfer switch. The engine
generator should operate automatically without adjustment or other attention.
Transfer of power back to the primary source and stopping the engine maee
autoplastic or by remote control.
(e) fuel supply liquid fuel for secondary power is usually stored in tank near the engine
generator location. The capacity of the fuel tanks should be adequate for the
maximum operating time expected of the engine-generator. Some authorities require
a minimum of 72 hours supply. Others design for a lesser time period, but the time
period usually should be at least twice the maximum duration expected of
conditions that could require the use of secondary power. Fuel tanks and
connections should meet all safety requirements and should provide convenient
access for refuelling. These tanks should also provide arrangements for testing for
contamination of the fuel, especially the accumulation of water in the tank.
2.3.3 Power transfer switching
2.3.3. A suitable transfer device is needed for transferring power from the primary source to
the secondary source. For manual starting and control this may be a simple switch or relay
that disconnects the load from one power source and connects it to the other. Additional
controls are needed for automatic transfer. These are usually combined into a single control
unit or cubicle. Such a unit should be capable of sensing the failure of primary power,
initiating the starting of the prime mover of the secondary generator set, determining that
the voltage and frequency of the generator have stabilized adequately, and connecting the
load to the generator. This unit may also disconnect non-essential loads and facilities which
are not to be energized by the secondary source and transfer these loads back to the primary
source after that power has been restored. The switches or relays for disconnecting and
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connecting the load should have the capacity to handle the rated load of the generator. The
functioning of these switches or relays is similar for either 2-minute, 15-second, or
1-second transfer times, although more rapid-acting relays may be needed for the shortest
transfer time. For a 2-minute transfer, the power failure sensors may delay a few seconds in
deter mining if the primary power has failed or is only fluctuating and also to determine if
the secondary power has stabilized. For a 15-second transfer, the sensors must respond in
less than 3 seconds each because the quick starting engines need 10 seconds to start and to
stabilize. For transfer times of 1 second or less, time is too short to start the engine, but the
load can be switched from one power source to another operating source within this time
limit; however, the power failure sensor must respond within a few cycles.
2.3.4 Uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) systems
2.3.4.1 An uninterruptible electric power supply is necessary for electronic or other
equipment that performs a critical function an re uires continuous is turbine f electric power
to operate properly.
2.3.4. UPS equipment. The uninterruptible power supply (UPS) system consists of one or
more UPS modules, an energy-storage battery, and accessories as required to provide a
reliable and high quality power supply. The UPS system isolates the load from the primary
and secondary sources and in the event of a power interruption provides regulated power to
the critical load for a specified period. (The battery typically has a 15-minute capacity when
operating at full load.) (See Figure 2-2.)
(a) UPS module. A UPS module is the static power conversion portion of the UPS
system and consists of a rectifier, an inverter, and associated controls along with
synchronising, protective, and auxiliary devices. UPS modules may be designed to
operate either individually or in parallel.
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(b) Redundancy. A no redundant UPS system is suitable for most operations. However,
if the expense is justified, a redundant UPS configuration (see Figure 2-3) may be
used to protect against module failure or very frequent primary power failures.
(c) UPS battery. The battery should be a heavy-duty industrial unit of the lead-cadmium
type having an ampere-hour rating sufficient to supply direct current to the inverter
as required by the UPS system manufacturer's installation instructions. The battery
is usually furnished with two-tier racks; however, where space is limited three tier
racks may be necessary.
(d) Remote alarms. The UPS equipment should be supplied with a remote-alarm panel
to be installed in the operating space served by the UPS unit or in another
continuously occupied room, such as a guard office. Since UPS equipment rooms
are usually unattended, additional remote indicating devices should be provided to
monitor the environmental control and fire alarm system of UPS module and battery
rooms.
(e) UPS and battery room requirements. The UPS modules and their associated
battery set should be installed in separate rooms. Construction should be of a
permanent type. The wall separating the UPS module room from the battery room
should be fireproof (1-hour rating). When feasible, space should be provided in the
UPS module and battery rooms for the addition of future UPS equipment.
(f) Environmental control. Both the UPS module and battery rooms should be provided
with an environmental control system to maintain the prescribed room conditions.
Each environmental control system should consist of a primary system with a
secondary system capability. Upon failure of the primary environmental control
system, automatic transfer to the secondary system should occur and should sound
an alarm indicating the need for maintenance.
2.3.5 Special secondary power devices
2.3.5.1 Other secondary power devices which may be used for special facilities are standby
battery power systems, with or without dc to ac inverters; photo voltaic or wind generators
with battery systems and with or without dc to ac inverters; independent generating devices,
such as thermoelectric, nuclear, or chemical fuel cells; and inertia-flywheel generators. The
manufacturer's information should explain the function ingand installations for using these
devices.
2.4 VAULTS AND SHELTERS FOR ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
2.4.1 Shelters
2.4.1.1 Most electrical equipment for airport lighting and other facilities is located in vaults
or special shelters for protection from the weather and for better security. Substations for
high voltage are usually outdoors, and medium voltage distribution transformers are often
pole mounted or placed on fenced transformer pads. Most electrical vaults are above
ground and made of fireproof materials. Reinforced concrete for the floors and concrete,
concrete
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or cinder block, and/or brick for the walls are materials commonly used in these vaults. The
use of such materials reduce the hazard of electric shock, shorting of electrical circuits, and
fire hazards. Prefabricated metal structures are occasionally used a shelters for transformers
and engine generator sets. These vaults are used to house the power distribution and control
equipment, secondary power equipment, and the various devices used to provide power and
control for the airport lighting systems. These vaults should be of adequate size to contain
the necessary equipment without crowding. These vaults may be divided into rooms for
better segregation of equipment and activities.
2.4.2 Location
2.4.2.1 Electrical vaults should not be located where they would infringe on obstacle
limitation surfaces. The distances from the control tower to the vaults should be short
enough to avoid excessive voltage drop in the control cables. The permissible length of
these cables varies with the size of the cable, the control voltage, and the types of control
relays used, but some of the longer control systems limit the length of control cables to
about 2 250 meters. Vehicular access to the vaults in all types of weather conditions is
necessary and minimum conflict with aircraft traffic is desirable. The location should be
convenient for connecting to the appropriate lighting circuits and facilities to keep feeder
cable lengths as short as is practical. The vaults should be isolated from other buildings and
facilities to prevent the spread of fires or explosions except the shelters for secondary
engine-generator sets may be near the electrical vault to reduce cable length and size and to
simplify the power transfer system. Aerodromes with approach lighting systems may need
separate approach lighting vaults for each approach lighting system. For major aerodromes,
some authorities use a vault near each end of the runway or approach lighting system to
more easily arrange for interleaving of the lighting circuits and to improve integrity of the
systems.
2.4.3 Special provisions
2.4.3.1 As special purpose buildings, electrical vaults may require special features to
provide safety and reliable performance of the equipment. Some of these features are as
follows:
(a) Ventilation. Provide adequate ventilation to prevent transformer temperatures
exceeding the values prescribed by the manufacture. Most of the electrical heat
losses must be removed by ventilation; only a minor part can be dissipated by the
vault walls. Some electrical codes recommend 20 square centimetres of clear grating
area per kilovolt ampere of transformer capacity. In localities with above-average
temperatures,such as tropical or subtropical areas, the grating area should be
increased or supplemented by forced ventilation.
(b) Access. Adequate access should be provided for repairs, maintenance, installation.
And removal of equipment.
(c) Drainage All vaults should be provided with drainage. When normal drainage is not
possible, provide a sump pit to permit the use of a portable pump.
(d) Security Each electrical vault should be equipped to deter inadvertent or
premeditated access by unauthorised persons. This security is necessary to prevent
interference with equipment operation and to protect those persons from possible
electric shock. Some methods used are barred and screened windows, heavy-duty
metal doors with padlocks, and security fencing.
(e) Vault lighting. Electrical vaults should be well illuminated for use either day or
night. This lighting is usually provided by interior lights of a size, type, and location
to provide good visibility in all areas. Poor visibility can increase the potential for
accidents resulting in electrical shock or improper control and adjustments.
(f) Local communications. Most electrical vaults should be provided with convenient
and reliable communications to the control tower, other vaults, and perhaps other
facilities or offices. Special telephone or intercommunication systems may avoid
outside interference with these circuits, but other dependable arrangements can be
used.
(g) Electrical conduits. Electrical vaults should be provided with a sufficient number of
conduits and cable entrance accesses to avoid later modification of the structure to
permit the installation of additional input or output circuits. These cables entrances
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are usually through underground conduits which may be connected to existing cable
ducts, direct-burial cables, or unused conduits available for future expansion.
Unused conduits should be plugged, and conduits with cables should be sealed.
(h) Installations of equipment Arrange the equipment, especially the larger items such
as regulators, distribution transformers, control panels, and circuit selector or control
devices, to provide a simple, uncluttered, uncrowned plan. This arrangement should
consider safety, especially protection from high voltage electrical connections, as
well as access to the equipment and controls. The electrical circuits should also be
arranged in a simple pattern wherever possible. Follow the applicable electric safety
codes for installing all electrical circuits and controls.
2.5 DISTRIBUTION OF POWER
2.5.1.1 The equipment discussed in this section relates only to that used in transmitting
electrical power for the aerodrome lighting and radio navigation aids between the main
aerodrome substation(s) and the lighting vaults or the local site distribution transformers.
Descriptions of equipment are in general terms of characteristics and needs and usually are
not related to specific types or items of equipment’s Types of equipment and number of
devices will vary greatly with the size and complexity of the aerodrome. Economics is an
important part of installations, and only equipment which contributes to performance,
safety, reliability, and integrity should be used. The circuits and equipment used should
provide for a reasonable expansion of facilities. Efficient use of electrical power is always a
desirable goal, but the power cost for aerodrome lighting and radio navigation aids is
usually a rather small part of the total aerodrome energy cost and should not be emphasized
to the point of overly increasing installation costs or of diminishing performance, safety, or
reliability.Followthelocalelectricalsafetycode
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2.5.2 Primary power feeder circuits
2.5.2.1 Primary power is usually reduced in voltage at the main aerodrome substation for
distribution on the aerodrome. For major aerodromes, this power at the first stage may be at
an intermediate voltage (usually 5 000 to 20 000 volts), but for smaller, less complex
aerodromes, this power may be distributed at a medium voltage (usually 1 000 to 5 000
volts). The distance and total load on the circuit are important factors In determining the
voltage level of transmission. For an intermediate-voltage distribution system, power is
often run to substations near large power usage areas where it is reduced to medium voltage
for local distribution. A combination of these voltage distribution systems may be used.
Primary power is transmitted from the main substation to the local substation or distribution
sites usually as multi-phase circuits by above ground (overhead) circuits, underground
circuits, or a combination of these circuits. Above ground circuits are less expensive to
install and are usually used if feasible, but these circuits may be more exposed to damage
and in some areas are a hazard to aircraft and create electromagnetic interference for other
equipment. Underground feeder cables are usually installed in ducts, but sometimes direct
burial is used. Each type of circuit, whether overhead or underground, involves specific
types of equipment and design.
2.5.3 Above-ground (overhead) primary distribution systems
2.5.3.1 The following factors should be considered in the design of an overhead power
distribution system:
(a) Application. Use overhead distribution in lieu of underground distribution wherever
feasible.
(b) Capacity Provide for spare capacity in each portion of the circuit. Peak loads do not
relate directly to spare capacity.
(c) Wire size. Select the wire size in accordance with the current-carrying capacity
required and, where applicable, the voltage-drop limitation.
2.5,4 Line-voltage regulators
2.5.4.1 Regulators are used for correction of line-voltage variations resulting from changing
loads or utility company input voltage changes. Do not use these regulators to correct for
excessive voltage drops. Booster transformers which correct for voltage drop should be
used only in rare instances as, in most cases, correct design eliminates excessive voltage
drop.
(a) Rating Choose the rating of the regulating devices in accordance with the amount of
regulation required.
(b) Selection. Choose the type of regulators from fixed capacitors, switched capacitors,
multiuse (motor-driven tap changing) regulators, and induction (steeples voltage
change) regulators.
(c) Multiuse or induction regulators. Provide line-drop compensation for automatic
operation when these regulators are used on more than one source or when more
than one regulator is used on a single circuit.
2.5.5 Power lines
2.5.5.1 Select the type of power lines in accordance with the type of circuit involved and
the conditions to which it is subjected from the following:
(a)Open wire (bare or weatherproof) on insulators.
(b)Aerial cable, self-supported or supported by a high-strength steel (messenger) cable,
consisting of insulated, bundled, single-conductor cable or multiple-conductor cable.
2.5.5.2 Line support materials:
(a) Poles. Wood, concrete (reinforced with pressurising or post tensioning), or metal
(steel or aluminium) may be used. Concrete or metal poles should be used only
where they are more economical or special considerations warrant their use.
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(b) Footings* Provide footings, or reinforcements of the pole butt-end, as required by
foundation conditions.
(c) Configuration. Armless construction for aerial lines is usually less costly than cross
arm construction and its use is preferred, as is Multi conductor secondary cable with
a large neutral conductor as the supporting member over individual supported
conductors. Use cross arms mainly for equipment support. ,
(d) Guys and anchors. Provide guys and anchors to support poles or line towers
against horizontal unbalanced loads caused by angles, corners, and terminations of
lines and where required because of extreme wind loadings. Consult manufacturers'
catalogues for types of earth anchors and design data. Select equipment suitable for
the particular soil conditions and the construction method to be used.
2.5.6 Conductors
2.5.6.1 Size limitations. Limit the use of pole-line conductors in accordance with Table 2-2
for an economical system from the installation, operational, and maintenance points of
view. Special instances may require larger conductors. In all instances be sure that the type
and size of conductors used provides adequate strength for the span lengths and loading
conditions.

Table 2-2
conductor type

Not larger than Size

Not smaller than

Copper . . . . . . . .

110 mm2

8.3 mm2

Aluminium . . . . . . .

170 mm2

13.0 mm2
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2.5.6.2 Composition. Base wire size on the ranges shown in Table 2-2. Primary wire sizes
usually should not be less than 13.0 mm2 copper or 33.0 mm2 aluminium. For primary
conductors, select from the following:
(a) Bare copper conductor, stranded or solid copper.
(b) Bare aluminium-alloy conductor, stranded or solid aluminium-alloy.
(c) Bare aluminium conductor, steel reinforced.
(d) Bare high-strength all-aluminium alloy conductor.
2.5.6.3 Special conductors. In special instances, use of the following conductors may be
appropriate for primary conductors:
(a) Insulated conductor, copper or aluminium, preassembled non-metallic sheathed or
metallic-sheathed, steel-cable-supported (messenger supported) aerial cable is used
where necessary to avoid exposure to open wire hazards, for example, high
reliability service in heavy storm areas.
(b) Compound conductor materials such as copper-clad steel, aluminium-clad steel,
galvanized steel, or bronze are used to provide high strength and corrosion
resistance.
2.5.6.4 Dissimilar conductors. Where it is necessary to connect aluminium conductors to
copper conductors, appropriate connectors specifically designed for such use should be
installed in accordance with the instructions of the manufacturer.
2.5.7 Insulators
2.5.7.1 Types of insulators. Select from the following list the type of insulator to support
hare or weatherproof insulated conductors.
(a) Suspension type, single or multiple.
(b) Spool type.
(c) Line-post type (one-piece porcelain on a bolt for mounting on cross arms or on a
saddle on the side of a pole).
(d) Strain type (suspension units with strength equal or exceeding tensile strength of the
conductor usually having one to three extra disk sections and arcing horns or rings).
(e) Pin type (porcelain, usually two or more separate shells cemented together, with an
internal thread for screwing onto a wood or metal pin).
(f) Combinations. Various types of insulators may be combined; for example, strain
type for anchor poles or terminations with either pin or line post types for line
insulation. Line-post types are considered to be both less expensive and superior to
pin types.
2.5.7.2 If overhead lines are used in location sensitive to electromagnetic interference, the
insulators should be of a static-free type.
2.5.8 Locknuts
2.5.8.1 Hardware components should be provided with locknuts to avoid loose connections
which could cause static. Locknuts must be threaded and of a type which will prevent
loosening of the connection when wood members shrink.
2.5.9 Transformers
2.5.9.1 Mounting of transformers. Mount transformers on poles or at ground level. When
sheet metal enclosures are not tamperproof, ground mounted units should be provided with
a fenced enclosure. A concrete or brick structure should be used where adverse weather
conditions make such an installation advisable.
(a) Single-pole mounting. For single-pole mounting, limit the size of single-phase or
three-phase units in accordance with approved practices.
(b) Pole-platform mounting. Pole-platform mounting (two-pole structures) should not
be used, except in instances where other methods are not satisfactory. For
Installations of 225 or 500 kilovolt-amperes, pad-mounted compartmental-type
transformers become an attractive economic alternative to pole-mounted units.
(c) Ground mounting. For ground mounting on a concrete base, there is no
kilovolt-ampere limit. Usually tamperproof transformers (classified as pad-mounted
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compartmental-type units) should not be specified for ratings of over 500
kilovolt-amperes.
2.5.9.2 Ratings. Select transformers with standard kilovolt-ampere ratings and input and
output voltage as single-phase or three-phase units. Transformers with input voltage taps
for selecting the most suitable input voltage level may be desirable for some installations.
2.5.9.3 Indoor installations. Oil-immersed (flammable) transformers should not be
installed indoors except in vaults conforming to the requirements of the applicable electric
code. Such vaults should be provided only when other types of transformers are less
economical or are prohibited by special considerations. Where such a vault is not provided,
select transformers for indoor installation from the following:
(a) high-fire-point, liquid-immersed;
(b) dry-type, ventilated;
(c) dry-type, sealed tank* and
(d) no hazardous gas-insulated.
2.5.9.4 Toxic insulation fluids. The transformers should not use poly-chlorinated biphenyl
(PDF) or other highly toxic insulation fluids. Leakage or mishandling of these chemicals
during maintenance testing can be hazardous to personnel.
2.5.10 Capacitors
2.5.10.1 Types of capacitors Use shunt capacitors to improve the power factor of the load
carried by the circuit. In applying capacitors, consider the following:
(a) Fixed capacitance. Fixed capacitance is the amount of capacitance that can be
applied continuously without excessive voltage rise at reduced load.
(b)
Switched capacitance. Switched capacitance is an additional amount of
capacitance that can be applied, if provision is made to switch off this additional
amount at reduced demand.
(c) Capacitor switching Select a type of capacitor switching that is suitable for the
condition at hand. Possible choices include remote control of the
capacitor-switching device, time-clock control, power factor relay control or
voltage-sensitive relay control.
2.5.10.2 Location of capacitors. Install capacitors in banks on poles, at ground level, or
in-a substation as nearly as possible to the centred of the area where correction is required.
2.5.11 Circuit interruption devices
2.5.11.1 Fuses. After consideration of the necessary current-carrying capacities,
interrupting duties, and time-current melting and clearing characteristics, select fuses from
the following types:
(a) open fusible link;
(b) expulsion type; c) boric-acid type; and
(c) current-limiting type.
2. 5. 11.2
Circuit breakers. Co-ordinate the circuit breaker rating with the load
interrupting duty and with circuit breakers and fuses ahead of or after the circuit breaker.
2.5.11.3 Automatic circuit recluses. Use of automatic recluses for other than overhead line
loads may cause problems from high-resistance ground faults. If an auto mastic circuit
recluse is used, consider the reliability and continuity requirements of the service. Reclosers
may consist of a circuit-breaker or multiple switching devices. Recluses operate so that a
faulted circuit may be opened and then, either instantaneous ously or with deliberate time
delay, recluse. Up to three recluses with varying time intervals may be used. Co-ordinate
automatic circuit recluses with fuses or circuit breakers on the same circuit.
2.5.11.4 Switches. Use switches to localize defective portions of aerial and underground
circuits and to accomplish dead-circuit work. Select from one of the following principal
types
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(a) No-load-break switches. Use no-load-break switches only for the interruption of
circuits Frat carry no appreciable load. Select the type applicable, depending on
circuit importance, load, voltage, and fault circuit duty. The types available are
porcelain disconnect fuse cut-outs, plain or fused single-pole air disconnect
switches, and disconnect fuse cut-outs of various types. Disconnecting and horn-gap
switches may also be used as no-load-break switches.
(b) Load-break switches. Load-break switches are provided with an interrupting
device capable of disconnecting circuits under load. Fuse cut-outs, which are
designed to be load-break and load-interrupter switches, are available. Vacuum
switches also provide load-break capability.
2.5.12 Lightning protection
2.5.12.1 To determine the requirements for lightning protection, consider overhead ground
wire, open or expulsion gaps, and distribution-type surge (lightning) arresters. The weather
should also be considered. Protection for lightning-induced surges may be
unnecessary in areas where annual lightning storms are few. Administrative policy or
local electric power company practice should usually be followed. Select the proper arrester
inaccuracy e with the chosen basic impulse insulation level for which thecircuit must be
built.
2.5.13 Clearances
2.5.13.1 Provide the necessary horizontal and vertical clearances from adjacent physical
objects, such as buildings, structures, and other electric lines, as required by the applicable
electrical safety code. Provide against contingency interferences, such as broken poles,
broken cross arms, and broken circuit conductors. Provide of clearance conditions arising
from multipurpose joint use of poles. See the applicable electrical safety code for climbing
space clearances, joint use, and supply conductor protection.
2.5.14 Grounding
2.5.14.1 The information on grounding of overhead distribution systems, use the applicable
electrical safety code or Administrative policy. For safety provide grounding for all
equipment and structures associated with electrical systems to prevent shock from static
dynamic voltages. Maximum ground resistance should not exceed values specified in the
applicable electrical safety code. Consider the source of electric power, capacity, magnitude
of fault current, and method of system grounding, as they affect this resistance.
2.5.14.2 Ground rods. Ground rods may be used either singly or in clusters. Drive the
ground rods to ground water level for an effective and permanent installation .Provide for
corrosion prevention by a proper choice of metals or by catholic protection. Where ground
water cannot be reached, chemicals such as magnesium sulphate (M9S04) or copper
sulphate (CuS04) may be used to improve soil conductivity where necessary. Manufacturers of ground rods can provide data on such treatment. Provide for easy maintenance
and periodic testing. Although driving ground rods deeper (sectional type) may be more
effective than multiple rods, in many cases, soil variations and possible bedrock may make
provision of additional rods less expensive.
2.5.14.3 Grounding network. A buried network of ground conductors will assure an
effective safety ground in poor soil and will eliminate large voltage gradients at substations
for utility aerodrome interconnections. Mesh spacing of 3 to 3.5 metres are commonly used
and usually such spacing can control surface voltage gradients even though the ground
resistance may be relatively high.
2.5.14.4 Water pipe connections. The electrical system may be grounded to a water
Supply system except where non-metallic pipes, catholically protected metallic pipes, or
insulating couplings are incorporated in the water pipe system. The water pipe connection
should be supplemented by other grounding electrodes where required by the applicable
electrical safety code.
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2.5.14.5 Combination of grounding methods. Where the ground resistance in an existing
system is-high, two or more of the aforementioned methods may be combined to effect
improvement.
2.5.14.6 Ground connections. Wires running from protective devices (for example, gaps,
grading rings, expulsion or protection tubes, and surge arresters) to ground should be kept
as straight and short as possible. Where bends are necessary they should be of large radii to
keep the surge impedance as low as possible.
2.5.14.7 Overhead ground wires. Where overhead ground wires are used for protection of
electric lines, a ground connection should be provided at the base of each pole from the
overhead ground wire to a wire loop or a ground plate or to a driven rod, depending on the
existing soil conditions. Use of wire wraps or pole butt plates is allowed only in areas of
very low soil resistively.
2.5.14.8 Measurement of ground resistance. Two methods
of
measuring
ground
resistance are:
(a) Three-electrode method. In the three-electrode method, two test electrodes are
used to measure resistance of the third electrode, the ground point. A self-contained
source of alternating current and a battery operated vibrator source equipment
providing direct readings are available.
(b) Fall-of-potential method. The fall-of-potential method involves an ungrounded
alternating current source which circulates a measured current to ground. Voltage
readings taken, of the connection to auxiliary grounds, allow use of Ohm's law to
determine the ground resistance.
2.5.15 Underground distribution systems
2.5.15.1 Primary power distribution circuits in certain areas on and near aerodromes must
be installed underground. Although underground installations cost more than over- head
systems, radio interference problems or the proximity of the lighting facilities to areas of
aircraft operations often requires the use of underground distribution systems. Underground
circuits may be installed by direct burial or by the pull-in method (pulling the cables
through conduits). Direct burial of distribution circuits is usually less costly than
installation in ducts (pull-in method), but because of the poorer protection, direct burial is
usually used only for small loads where reliability requirements are low. Medium-voltage
direct burial cable should be provided with a metal armour covering or shield for protection
against mechanical injury. Where corrosion resistance is important, armoured cables may
require a plastic or synthetic-rubber jacket over the armour. The underground distribution
circuits used for aerodrome lighting and radio navigation facilities are pull-in circuits.
2.5.15.2 Details of the installation of underground distribution systems are given in
Chapter 4, and characteristics of cable suitable for underground service are given in
Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3
ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS FOR AEROMME LIGRTENG AND
RADIO NAVIGATION AIDS
3.1 TYPES OF ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
3.1.1 Electrical characteristics
3.1.1.1Electrical power for aerodrome lighting aids is almost entirely alternating current
(ac). (Some control circuits are direct current (dc) and energy for starting secondary power
engines or for some uninterruptible power systems is stored in batteries.) This alternating
current is usually 50 to 60 hertz. Both series and parallel circuits are used in these lighting
installations. Most of the aerodrome lights are energised by series circuits, but the incoming
power is distributed by parallel circuits, and some single units or shorter circuits of lights
may be energized by parallel circuits. Sequence-flashing lights of approach lighting
systems, some floodlights, and some obstacle lights are the more important lighting systems
using parallel circuits.
3.1.2 Series circuits
3.1.2. The circuit elements of series circuits are connected in a string with the same current
flowing in each element. The circuit is one continuous loop starting and ending at the input
power source. If a fixed input voltage were connected to the load, the current in the circuit
would vary with the connected load; however, constant-current regulators will maintain a
constant current independent of the load on the circuit. Thus the same current will flow in a
long circuit as in a shorter circuit and will remain the same even if some of the lamps fail.
This constant current means that a short-circuit across the output of a constant-current
regulator is a no-load condition and an open-circuit is an overload. In a simple direct
connected series circuit, a lamp failure causes an open-circuit; hence, it necessary to
provide a by-pass device, such as a fused film cut-out or an isolating transformer, as part of
each lighting fixture. Isolating transformers are preferred for aerodrome lighting circuits.
3.1.2. Advantages of series lighting circuits. Some of the advantages of series circuits for
aerodrome lighting are:
(a) all lamps are operating at the same current and thus at the same intensity. This
uniform intensity and appearance of the lamps are helpful;
(b) a single-conductor cable of one conductor size and insulation voltage rating can be
used throughout the circuit
(c ) intensity control of the lights can be obtained over a wire range;
(d) the circuit may have a single ground fault at any point along the circuit without
affecting the operation of the lights; and
(e) ground faults are easy to locate.
3.1.2.3 Disadvantages of series lighting circuits. The major disadvantages of series circuits
when used for lighting are:
(a ) installation costs are high - the constant-current regulator and the isolating
transformers or by-pass devices add appreciably to this cost;
(b) poor efficiency, primarily of the moving-coil type constant-current regulator, in use
of electrical power;
(c) all components - cable, isolating transformers and lamp sockets - must be insulated
for full voltage if isolating transformers are not used;
(d) an open-circuit fault anywhere in the circuit makes the entire circuit inoperative and
possibly may damage the cable insulation or the constant-current regulator; and
(e) location of faults, especially open-circuit faults, may be difficult.
3.1. Parallel circuits
3.1.3.1 The circuit elements of parallel (multiple) circuits are connected in parallel across
the conductors to which the input voltage is applied. In theory the same voltage is applied
to each light; however, the current through the conductors causes a decrease in voltage (line
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drop) which for longer circuits may reduce appreciably the voltage to, and consequently the
intensity of, the lights at the far end of the circuit. In distribution circuits where the voltage
may be high and the current low, the voltage drop in the lines is less important, and parallel
circuits are often used for such circuits. If intensity control of the lights is required, tapped
transformers of induction-voltage regulators may be used, but these increase the cost of the
installation and reduce the efficiency of the circuit.
3.1.3.2 Advantages of parallel lighting circuits. Some of the advantages of parallel circuits
for aerodrome lighting are:
(a) lower cost of the installation, especially if voltage regulation and intensity control
are not required;
(b) more efficient utilisation of electrical power;
(c) easy to add to or reduce an existing circuit;
(d) the circuits are more familiar to most people;
(e) cable faults, especially open-circuit faults, may be easier to locate;
(f) an open-circuit may not disable the entire circuit; and
(g) these circuits do not need by-pass devices and may not need isolating transformers.
3.1.3.3 Disadvantages of parallel lighting circuits. Some of the major disadvantages of
parallel circuits for aerodrome lighting are:
(a) the intensity of the lights decreases with line drop along the circuit. This may be
misinterpreted if it is noticeable in a pattern of lights
(b) two conductors are required along the complete circuit, and larger conductors may
be needed to reduce the line voltage drop;
(c) lamp filaments are usually longer which may require larger optics and larger light
fixtures;
(d) intensity control, especially at the lower intensities, is more difficult to furnish
accurately, or the equipment cost adds appreciably to the installation cost;
(e) a single ground fault on the high-voltage feeder will disable the circuits; and
(f) ground faults are difficult to locate.
3.1.4 Comparison of series and parallel lighting circuits
3.1.4.1 Often acceptable lighting can be provided by either series or parallel circuits. Series
circuits are usually used for aerodrome lighting systems where the pattern provides
guidance information because of the more uniform intensity of the lights and better
intensity control. Such systems include most runway and taxiway lights and most
steady-burning lights of approach lighting systems. Parallel circuits are used for most area
illumination, individual or small numbers of visual aids, an power distribution. Aerodrome
lighting systems usually using parallel circuits are apron floodlighting, other apron lights,
sequence-flashing lights, special purpose visual aidssuch as beacons and wind direction
indicators, some obstacle lights and
electrical distribution circuits.
3.2 SERIES CIRCUITRY FOR AERODROME LIGHTING
3.2.1 Factors to be considered
3.2.1. If a series circuit is to be used, certain options on the equipment to be used should be
evaluated. Often when one choice is made it reduces the options of other equipment. First,
the complete circuit should be analysed for critical performance, reliability, economy of
installations and operations, ease of maintenance, and how the several types of equipment
are interrelated. Some optional factors are the following items.
3.2.1.2 Choice of current. Equipment development has limited the available options of
current to be used in a particular series circuit. Most aerodrome lighting series circuits are
either 6.6 or 20 amperes at rated full intensity, although other current are sometimes used.
The line power loss for a fixed cable conductor and length for 6.6 ampere circuits is about
one-ninth that for 20 ampere circuits. Either value of current can be carried in 5 000 volt
insulation cable by conductors of 4 mm diameter without excessive temperature rise. The
load on the regulator of series circuits, should be at least one-half of its rated capacity. 6.6
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ampere circuits are commonly used for long circuits with smaller electrical loads, and 20
ampere circuits are used for larger load and shorter cable lengths (see paragraph 3.2.1.4 for
regulator capacities.) Runway edge lights and taxiway edge lights are usually 6.6 ampere
circuits, and approach lights and touchdown zone lights are often 20 ampere circuits.
Runway centre line and taxiway centre line lights may be either 6.6 ampere or 20 ampere
circuits. Note that the circuit current is not necessarily determined by the current of the
lamps in the fixtures. For example by selecting the isolating transformers properly, 6.6
ampere lamps can be used on 20 ampere circuits and 20 ampere lamps on 6.6 ampere
circuits or combinations of lamp currents can be used on either circuit.
3.2.1.3 Aerodrome lighting circuits. The preferred arrangement for aerodrome lighting
circuits Is a number of high voltage series circuit loops with a series isolating transformer
for each fitting, and each circuit fed from an electrical supply substation adjacent to the
runway end. One substation per runway end is preferred for all aerodromes.
(a) 8.2 of Annex 14 specifies that for a precision approach runway the electrical circuits
be designed so that the failure of one circuit will not leave the pilot without visual
guidance and will not result in a misleading pattern.
(b) Approach and runway lighting systems Every approach and runway lighting system
should be interleaved over at least two circuits. Examples of circuit interleaving to
improve integrity are shown in Figures 3-1 to 3-7. Each circuit in an interleaved
service should extend throughout the whole of that service and be so arranged that a
balanced symmetrical lighting pattern remains in the event of failure of one or more
of the circuits. Threshold lights are usually on separate circuits. Runway centre line
lights must be interleaved in a way that will not destroy the colour coding of these
lights. Sections of the centre line system consisting of white lights only and of red
lights only may be interleaved as shown on Figure 3-5a. Annex 14 requires the
centre line lights in the section of the runway from the point 900 m from the runway
end (or from the midpoint of the runway for runways less than 1 800 m in length) to
the point 300 m from the runway end be alternately variable white and red lights
except that for runway centre line lights spaced at 7.5 m alternate pair of variable
white and red lights are required. Examples of circuit interleaving which will
maintain the required colour coding are shown in Figures 3-5b and 3-5c. When one
circuit fails where the pattern of lights and interleaving are as shown in Figure 3-5c,
a pattern of alternating red and white lights uniformly spaced at twice the normal
interval will show. This spacing is the same as that of the all white and all red
sections when one circuit fails. With the pattern of lights and interleaving shown in
Figure 3-5b, the spacing would be alternately three times the normal interval and
then the normal interval.
(c) Visual approach slope indicator systems. Visual approach slope indicator systems
should have two circuits per runway end. When a visual approach slope indicator
system is a VASIS, 3-BAR VASIS, or T-VASIS, power to all light units on one side
of the runway should be supplied by the same circuit. This arrangement ensures that
should one circuit fail a complete pattern will be retained on the other side of the
runway. When approach slope indicators are installed on only one side of the
runway as with the PAPI, the AVASIS, the 3-BAR AVASIS, and the AT-VASIS,
part of the lamps in each light unit should be connected to one circuit and the
remainder to the other circuit in order to maintain the integrity of the pattern, but
with reduced intensity. Visual approach slope indicator systems should be
reenergized when a misleading signal results from the failure of a light unit.
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(d) Taxiway lighting. Taxiway lighting should be designed for series circuits. Taxiway
centre line lighting circuits should be interleaved as shown in Figure 3-5a on those
parts of the taxiway system that are used in Category III conditions, but for
economic reasons a single circuit may be used for other taxiways. Taxiway lighting
should be circuited to permit selective lighting of segments of the system to provide
route guidance to pilots. This capability may be obtained by using an individual
constant-current regulator for each segment or by connecting several segments to a
single regulator and using selector relays, either in the field or at the regulator, to
short-circuit those segments which are not part of the route. Note that the voltage
rating of the selector relays must be higher than the open-circuit voltage of the
regulator. Selective switching may be obtained in several ways. Among these are:
(1) the use of a control switch for each segment. The preferred location of such
switches is on a facsimile diagram on the control panel in the control tower with
each switch located on the segment which it controls;
(2) interconnecting the controls which energize the regulators or selector relay so
that actuating a single switch will cause all segments on a designated route to be
lighted; and
(3) using a minicomputer programmed to light the optimum route after the operator
designates the runway exit to be used and the destination of the aircraft.
(e) Stop bars Stop bars must be controlled independently of each other and of the
taxiway lights. The electrical circuits should be designed so that all of the lights of a
stop bar will not fail at the same time. The lights of a stop bar should be interleaved.
They may be supplied by two separate circuits or from two common circuits with
control relays located adjacent to the stop bar. Stop bars may be connected into
interleaved runway or taxiway lighting systems with each stop bar controlled by
relays which short-circuit the lights of the stop bar when it is desired to reenergize
the bar. In order to reduce the voltage requirements of these relays, lights of the stop
bar should be connected into a runway or taxiway lighting circuit through an
isolating transformer of suitable capacity with the short-circuiting relay connected
across the secondary of the isolating transformer. The applicable runway or taxiway
lighting circuit must be energized whenever the use of a stop bar is required. The
relays controlling a stop bar must be so connected that the application of control
power is required to turn the stop bar off. Thus the stop bar will be lighted if the
control circuit should fail.
(f) Grounding. All the equipment in the control/distribution centre should be bonded to
earth. A ground wire (counterpoise) should also be run from the distribution centres
with the series circuit cables. The secondary side of all isolating transformers and
the supports of all elevated lights should be connected to this wire. The ground wire
should be positioned above the circuit cables in a conduit nearer the surface or in the
same trench not less than 10 cm above the top cable. Usually annulated conductors
are used as ground wires.
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.2.1.4 Constant-current regulators The electrical power for most aerodrome ground
lighting circuits is supplied by constant-current (series circuit) regulators. These
regulators are designed to produce a constant-current output independent of
variations in the circuit load and in the voltage of the power source. They are also
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designed to provide two or more output currents when dimming of the lights is
required. Some types of constant-current regulators used for aerodrome lighting are
as follows.
(a) Moving coil regulators. Moving coil regulators have been used for many years to
supply power to series lighting circuits. This type regulator has separate primary and
secondary coils which are free to move with respect to each other, thus varying the
magnetic leakage reactance of the input and output circuits. This reactance
automatically adjusts itself to a value which, when added to the load impedance,
permits a constant current to flow. The desired output current sets up a force of
repulsion which floats the moving coil in the position which produces this current.
A state of mechanical equilibrium is attained such that the force of repulsion exactly
balances the weight of the moving coil. Any change in load or input voltage is
immediately counteracted by a movement of the floating coil to restore the
mechanical electrical balance. Intensity control is obtained through the use of a
tapped transformer across the output of the regulator. The main disadvantages of
moving coil regulators are the mechanical movement of the coils and the low power
factors for loads less than rated load. For a load of 50 per cent of the rated load, the
power factor may be 75 per cent or less. In addition some moving coil regulators
must be precisely levelled and isolated from vibration.
(b) Monocyclic square regulators. One static type (no moving parts) constant-current
regulator for series circuits is the monocyclic square regulator. The current
regulating network usually consists of two inductive and two concessive reactors,
each of equal reactance (resonance) at the power frequency, arranged in a bridge
type circuit. With such a network, the secondary current is independent of the
impedance of the load. Intensity control can be provided by a tapped input or output
transformer or by continuously variable input transformer. The advantages of this
type of regulator are no moving parts and high power factor. The disadvantages are
lack of compensation for variations in input voltage and adverse effects on the
regulation caused by loads which cause high harmonic frequencies in the resonant
circuit, such as open-circuited secondary of series isolating transformers and
gaseous vapour lamps.
(c) Compensation static-type regulators. By sensing the secondary current from the
regulator, adjustment may be made in the monocyclic square or in the
current-regulating network to compensate for primary voltage variations and for
harmonic frequencies caused by open-circuited secondary of isolating transformers.
This compensation provides improved current regulation and prevents shortening of
lamp life from above rated secondary current.
(d) Solid state control constant-current regulators. These regulators use ac solid state
circuits for controlling the transformer leakage reactance. This technique permits the
use of low control levels to obtain constant current from regulators with the
electrical
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characteristics of constant voltage, series-resonant circuits. These solid state controls
provide fast response, high power factor, compact regulators with easy maintenance of the
regulator controls.
3.2.1.5 Operating characteristics of constant-current regulators. Constant-current regulators
supplying power to aerodrome lighting circuits should have the following capabilities:
(a) Maintain a constant-current output within ± 2 per cent for any load from one-half to
full load with up to 30 per cent of isolating transformers having open-circuit
secondary;
(b) Indicate a grounding fault on the circuit while permitting the circuit to operate
normally when a single ground fault prevails;
(c ) Have a high degree of reliability and therefore have no moving parts;
(d) Incorporate an open-circuit device which locks out the primary voltage within two
seconds and requires resetting of the regulator;
(e) respond to circuit changes within 15 cycles;
(f) incorporate a security device that sets the regulator out of service or assures a
reduction of the current in case of an over current;
(g) provide the required number of intensity settings or a continuously variable control
as required. The regulator should be designed so that the intensity setting can be
changed without reenergizing the regulator;
(h) Electrically isolate the primary power circuit from the secondary lighting circuit;
and
(i) Operate continuously at full load in ambient temperatures between -40'C and +55*C
and relative humidity between 10 and 100 percent and attitudes up to 2 000 m.
3.2.1.6 Rating characteristics of constant-current regulators. The following are examples of
rating characteristics of constant-current regulators which are available:
(a) Power. Output (secondary) loads between 4 and 70 kilowatts. Many sizes in this
range are available.
(b) Secondary (output) current. 6.6 and 20 amperes are most common. Units supplying
6.6 amperes for loads up to 30 kilowatts and 20 amperes for loads of 10 kilowatts
and more are often used.
(c) Frequency As required by the frequency of the primary power, usually 50 or 60
hertz.
(d) Primary voltage Rated primary voltages between 120 and 12 000 volts have been
used. Primary voltages of 240 volts for sizes up to 30 kilowatts and 2 400 volts for
sizes of 10 to 70 kilowatts are used by one State. Other primary voltages may also
be
used
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3.2.1.7 Isolating transformers. Most aerodrome lighting circuits use isolating transformers
to provide continuity of the series circuit so that failure of a lamp does not make an
open-circuit fault. The second function of isolating transformers is to provide electrical
isolation of the lamp from the high voltage circuit for safety purposes. Circuit continuity
can also be attained by using by-pass devices, such as film cut-outs, which short across the
lamp when the lamp fails, but in this arrangement the lamp may be at a high potential when
the circuit is energized. Isolating transformers are used to provide the proper current to the
lamp if the lamp current differs from that of the series circuit.
(a) Transformer design. An isolating transformer consists of a primary and a secondary
coil wound on a magnetic core in a waterproof case with primary and secondary
leads for connecting the series circuit to the lamp. The primary and secondary coils
are isolated electrically but linked by the magnetic circuit. The secondary circuit is
subjected to a lesser electrical potential and one side of the secondary should be
brought out to a grounding connection. The core of an isolating transformer is
magnetically unsaturated in operation but becomes saturated if the lamp fails or the
secondary circuit is open-circuited, thus maintaining the integrity of the primary
circuit. If the lamp circuit should be short-circuited, the isolating transformer would
be in a no-load condition and have minimum effect on the series circuit. These
transformers should be capable of continuous operation at rated load, open-circuit,
or short-circuit without damage. The turns ratio of the primary coil to the secondary
coil of a series /series transformer is 1:1 if the lamp current is the same as the series
circuit current but is inversely proportional to the current ratio otherwise.
(b) Enclosure. The waterproof case for enclosing the core, windings, and leads may be
of metal, rubber, or plastic and should be suitable for installing by direct burial,
underwater, in bases, or exposure to the weather. The case should protect the unit
from damage if the transformer is dropped or is carried by a single lead. The case
should prevent water from entering through the case or where joined to the leads,
maintain resilience to avoid shattering or damage at very low temperatures, and
protect the unit during handling, storage, installing, and service. The primary leads
should be not less than 8.4 mm2 in size and should be insulated for not less than 5
000 volts. These leads should be not less than 50 cm long. Usually these leads will
be provided with a plug type connector on one lead and a receptacle on the other
suitable for connecting to the series-circuit cable. The secondary leads should be
two-conductor with conductor size not less than 3.3 mm and insulated for not less
than 600 volts and have a length of not less than 100 cm. Usually these leads are
provided with a suitable two-conductor connector for connecting to the light.
(c) Ambient temperature. These transformers should be capable of operating in
temperatures between -55'C and +65 'C.
(d) Series/series isolating transformer ratings of isolating transformers are by output
power, primary and secondary current, the frequency, and the insulation voltage of
primary and secondary circuits. These transformers may be easily manufactured for
almost any desired rating. Some commonly available ratings are as follows:
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(1) Power. Ratings of 30/45, 65, 100, 200, 300 and 500 watts are frequently used
and sometimes 1 000 and 1 500 watt units are used.
(2) Current. Current ratings are usually given as a ratio of primary to secondary
current. Common current ratings are 6.6/6.6, 20/20, 6A/20 and 20/6.6 amperes.
(3) Frequency.The common frequencies are 50 and 60 hertz. Preferably the
transformer should be used on the frequency for which it was designed.
(4) Insulation. Most isolating transformers are insulated for 5 000 volts on the
primary circuit and 600 volts on the secondary. Larger power sizes of
transformers may require a higher secondary insulation because of their higher
open-circuit voltage.
(e) Several lamps from a single transformer. Preferably each light is supplied by its own
isolating transformer. Sometimes to reduce the installation costs, such as for
installing centre line lights on existing runways, or to reduce the mass and strength
of cables, as for tall frangible approach light supports, several lamps may be
connected in a series across a single Isolating transformer. Of course the transformer
must have the
capacity to supply the total lamp load plus line losses .Two
problems of this arrangement are:first, if one lamp fails causing an open-circuit, the
other lamps are inoperative unless suitable by-pass devices are used; and secondly,
at the instant of the open-circuit failure the instantaneous secondary voltage may
become very great especially for the larger sizes of isolating transformers. These
problems are discussed below.
(f) Effects of open-circuited second Aries of isolating transformers. The design of most
isolating transformers limits the root-mean-square (rms) voltage of open-circuited
secondary to 300 volts or less. However, the instantaneous voltage of some isolating
transformers at the time the open-circuit occurs may exceed 1 000 volts. Isolating
transformers with magnetic cores designed to saturate at a voltage only slightly
greater than their operating voltage usually have lower rms and instantaneous peak
open-circuit secondary voltages than do less saturated transformers. High rms
open-circuit voltages require higher secondary insulation and present a greater
electrical shock hazard, but they also make film cut-out operations more reliable.
The reactance of series/series isolating transformers with open-circuit secondary
distorts the primary current waveform, and the resulting harmonic frequencies may
affect the regulation of some types of constant -current regulators.
(g) Lamp by-pass devices. Whether lamps are connected directly into the series circuit
or as a group in series across a single isolating transformer, when the filament of
one lamp burns out, all the lamps of the group are out unless a suitable by-pass
device is connected across the terminals of the failed lamp. From the early days of
series lighting circuits without isolating transformers, fused film cut-outs have been
used to by-pass failed lamps. For this device, spring-loaded contacts are connected
across the terminals of each lamp. The spring-loaded contacts are separated by a
film cut-out which is a small disk of a thin
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non-conducting film between conducting outer surfaces. When the lamp is operating, the
film disk keeps the lamp terminals insulated from each other and the lamp filament
completes the series circuit. If a lamp filament fails, the voltage across the lamp
terminals rapidly rises to a value (perhaps 1 000 volts) which perforates the film and
shorts out the lamp terminals and restores the series circuit before the constant
current regulator's open-circuit protection operates. When the lamp is replaced a
new fused film cut-out must be installed. The outage of the other lamps of a small
circuit connected in series with the secondary of an isolating transformer when one
lamp fails may not be acceptable, and by-pass devices for these lamps are needed.
The open-circuit secondary voltage peak of some isolating transformers may be 100
to 200 volts or less. Fused film cut-outs which operate at these voltages are available
but may be unreliable as the open-circuit voltage may fail to perforate the film cutout and short out the failed lamp. A recent development of a by-pass device for
lamps in these circuits is a shorting relay. These relays are more expensive than
fused film cut-outs but provide more reliable operation.
3.2.1.8 Connections for series circuits. The connections in series circuits should be
carefully made to assure circuit continuity and to prevent development of ground faults. An
open-circuit fault in the primary will cause an outage of all lights in that circuit. Unless the
constant-current regulator is equipped with open-circuit protection, the regulator may be
damaged. Most ground-type faults on series circuits occur at connections. A single ground
fault does not cause an outage of the lights, but two or more ground faults will short-circuit
all lights between the faults.
3.3

PARALLEL (MULTIPLE) CIRCUITRY

3.3.1 Use of parallel (multiple) circuitry in aerodrome lighting
3.3.1.1 The use of parallel (multiple) circuits for aviation ground lighting is no
recommended for large aerodromes and/or complicated lighting systems for the following
reasons:
(a) parallel circuits usually entail a much more expensive cabling installation than does
a high-voltage series circuit;
(b) accurate brilliancy balance of all lights in the pattern cannot be obtained easily; and
(c) the mass burn out of lamps in a circuit is much more likely due to the inability of
average voltage regulators to control very rapid fluctuations in incoming supply
volts.
3.3.1.2 In view of these considerations, parallel circuits should only be used when there are
only a few fittings existing in the circuit and accurate intensity balance is not critical; for
example, a short taxiway. Smaller aerodromes with short runways and taxiways can employ
parallel voltage for the lighting.
3.3.1.3 Effects of faults. If the light fixtures are connected across the lighting circuit, a
burned-out lamp or an open-circuit fault in a fixture does not seriously
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affect the lighting circuit, but a short-circuit fault will be an overload condition and,
depending on which protective device (fuse or circuit breaker) operates, may make the
circuit of lights inoperative. To protect the lighting circuit, often each lamp is connected to
the line voltage side of the circuit by a fuse.
3.3.1.4 Voltage characteristics * Most parallel-type light fixtures are designed for low
applied voltages (less than 300 volts), and the circuit voltage is that required by the lamps
or step-down transformers are used. The lights may be supplied from a single circuit
connected between the line and neutral or by alternating between neutral and line voltage
on each side of the neutral. Examples of these circuits are 120 volts line-to-neutral and
240/120 volt (240 volts line-to-line and 120 volts line-to-neutral) circuits. Other voltages
are often used. Usually the cable insulation of parallel lighting circuits is rated at 600 volts,
which limits the voltage for parallel lighting circuits to not more than 500 volts.
3.3.1.5 Step-down transformers. The use of higher voltages for transmission of power
reduces the line voltage drop and then step-down distribution transformers reduce the
voltage to that more suitable for local distribution. Similarly, the power to aerodrome
lighting circuits may be at a higher voltage on the feeder circuits and reduced bay
step-down transformer at the beginning of the lighting circuit to match the desired circuit
voltage. Of course, these feeder cables must be adequately insulated for the feeder voltage.
Sometimes it is desirable to use long low-voltage cables for feeders, such as when these
cables are already installed and available. Assuming these feeders have 600-volt insulation,
the line drop can be reduced by using a higher voltage within the insulation limit of the
cable on the feeders and reducing the voltage with step-down transformers at the input to
the circuit or to the individual light fixtures. An example is to use 480 volts on the feeders
and step-down to 120 volts at the lighting circuit. Use of lamps in the voltage range of 6 to
30 volts in aerodrome light fixtures is usually more effective than the use of 120 or of 240
volt lamps. Thus, when step down transformers are to be used for individual lights, or for a
small group of lights in a barrette, consideration should be given to choosing lights which
use low-voltage lamps. Unless individually fused, step-down transformers used as indicated
above should be of the high-reactance type so that a short-circuit in that part of the lighting
system fed by one transformer will not cause failure of the entire system.
3.3.1.6 Constant voltage transformers. The use of a constant voltage transformer at the
location of a light supplied by a long feeder cable to compensate for line-voltage drop
changes may be advantageous. For example, an aerodrome beacon supplied by a long
feeder cable which also supplies a number of intermittent loads which causes the line
voltage drop to fluctuate widely.
3.4 CONTROL OF AERODROME LIGHTING SYSTEMS
3.4.1 Control circuitry
3.4.1.1 The control circuitry for aerodrome lighting provides the means of switching on or
off and of changing the intensity of the various lighting systems. These controls may be
manual automatic.
3.4.1.2 Local manual control. The simplest control system is a switch at the power supply
unit of the circuit which is operated by a person to energize or reenergize the
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circuit. This control method is used at some small aerodromes or some miscellaneous
associated lighting circuits. Some aerodromes may use local manual controls as an alternate
control point for emergency operations.
3.4.1.3 Remote control. 'The lighting systems for larger aerodromes are complex and
proper control is related to atmospheric conditions, time of day, perhaps the pilot's
preference the positions and manoeuvring of several aircraft, and other activities on the
field. The person or persons most knowledgeable of these conditions are the air traffic
controllers; therefore, most of the aerodrome lighting controls are on a remote lighting
control panel in the aerodrome control tower and operated by the traffic controllers. Some
aerodromes may have special control stations other than in the control tower with the
operator in direct communication with the air traffic controllers. The remote lighting
control panel is connected to the appropriate lighting vault by a system of control cables to
provide capability of
controlling the various lighting circuits.
3.4.1.4 Types of remote control systems. Several types of control systems are used for
aerodrome lighting. Alternating current (ac) power is often used to energize the controls.
This ac power may be at the low distribution voltage or at a special voltage more suitable
for the length of the control cable runs and the size of the conductor. These controls may be
connected directly to the power control device from the remote control panel or by
auxiliary relays to operate the control devices. Some control circuits use direct current for
the control voltage, especially to reduce inductive coupling between circuits. Some major
aerodromes with very complex control circuits use multiplex control systems to provide
greater flexibility for extensions and variations to lighting patterns and to facilitate changes
in the control requirements. Some aerodromes use radio signals for control, either
air-to-ground for pilots or ground-to ground for equipment located in areas not easily
accessible to control circuits. These control systems should be capable of a high degree of
operational reliability and should be designed to provide, as far as possible, the integrity of
the lighting patterns selected regardless of control cable faults or equipment failures. Solid
state equipment may be used where practicable, although relays may be more satisfactory at
the interface between the control circuits and the lighting circuit power equipment.
3.4.2 Control panels
3.4.2. Primary control panel. The primary control panel is usually located in the control
tower at a lighting control desk or panel. This panel should be designed to provide the
operator with control switches, operating circuit indicator lights and intensity controls, and
their associated indicating features which are easily identifiable under all conditions of
illumination in the control room. For this purpose it may be necessary to provide
self-illuminated legends for control selectors and a desbrilliancy level selector for the
indicator lamps. There are advantages to be derived from a standardized form of layout for
control and indicating facilities and the current trend is towards standard modular panel
layouts. Each service should be provided with its own control selector and group of
indicator lamps. Where a separate control desk is provided for each runway, a diagram can
be combined with the control desk but where one control desk serves the whole airport a
separate facsimile diagram may need to be provided. Complex taxiing guidance systems
using selective switching of centre line lights and stop bars can best be controlled from an
operational diagram fitted with combined indication lamp/push buttons for stop bars and
indicator lamps for taxiway routes.
3.4.2. Facsimile diagrams Facsimile diagrams are required for aerodromes having complex
patterns. They are specially made to suit individual layouts and so involve considerable
cost. Panels with runways and taxiways delineated in a contrasting colour are
accommodated to provide a diagrammatic display of lighting services. Fibre optic may also
be used for this purpose.
3.4.2.3 Controls. The switches and controls should be types which are easy to identify,
provide positive indication of the operating status, and be grouped to associate related
functions and circuits. These controls should be a type which are not easily switched
inadvertently.
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3.4.2.4 Alternate control panel. Provision should be made for local control of aerodrome
lighting in the lighting vaults or control centres to enable operation of the lighting systems
at times when the remote control system is inoperative. All lighting systems essential to the
aerodrome operation should have an alternate control panel. The alternate control panel
should be located so that it is accessible to an operator without hi having to enter an area
housing high voltage equipment or switch gear. Often the alternate control panel is located
in a section of the lighting vault near the entrance, which is separated from the area
containing the power equipment. Usually only one alternate control panel is provided, and
it is located in the vault containing the equipment for supplying power to the particular
lighting circuits involved. Thus there may be several alternate control panels, each of which
controls different circuits. Some aerodromes may use a central alternate control panel,
similar to the primary remote control panel located in a control centre, for emergency
operations. Constant-current regulators usually provide controls on each regulator for
operation of that regulator for maintenance or during an emergency. Authorized persons are
usually the only one permitted to operate these controls.
3.4.2.5 Transfer relay panel For safety of maintenance personnel and to avoid conflicting
operation of the controls, only one control station 'should be able to operate a give circuit
any time. Transfer relay panels are used to switch the operating capability from the primary
control panel to the alternate control panel. To accommodate all the control circuit involved
in the transfer, several transfer control panels may be used but usually a single transfer
switch actuates all of the control panels. The transfer control panels and the transfer switch
are usually located at the site of the alternate control panel.
3.4.3 Use of relays
3.4.3.1 Relay panels for long control circuits. Where control circuits are long, the voltage
drop in the lines may be such that power control devices cannot be operated directly from
the primary remote control panel. Even circuits which earlier operated satisfactorily may
become inoperative after additional control circuits are added. To permit control at the
longer distance, relays with low-current coils may be used to energize the controls of the
power equipment. These relays are often assembled in panels containing several (16 or
more) relays. (These relay panels are sometimes called pilot relay panels.) A relay may be
provided for each control line from the primary remote control panel. The contacts of these
relays control the power to the switches or controls of the power equipment functions.
3.4.3.2 Relays in the field. Some individual visual aids or short lighting circuits
(aerodrome beacons, wind direction indicators, sections of obstacle lights, simple approach
lighting systems, etc.) may obtain power from a lighting vault or from a local source of
power. If the control cables are long, the conductors of the control cable may need to be
large to reduce the voltage drop. The relay should be selected to operate from the control
voltage available when the relay is actuated. Also if the relay is to be located outdoors, it
will need to be provided with protection from the most severe weather to which it will be
subjected. It should have a provision to lock it for security.
3.4.4

Interconnection of controls

3.4.4.1 Often the operations at the aerodrome are such that certain combinations of lights
are always used together or other combinations are prohibited. Examples are:
(a) Runway edge lights, threshold lights, and runway end lights may be operated at the
same time although the power may be provided from different circuits;
(b) Runway edge lights may be operated without the runway centre line lights but if the
runway centre line lights are used the runway edge lights are always energized;
(c) The sequenced-f lashing lights of the approach lighting system can be used only
when the incandescent lights of the system are at the higher intensity steps;
(d) Setting of the intensity control for a given atmospheric condition may operate the
approach lighting system at one intensity step, the runway lights at another intensity
step, and the taxiway lights at yet another intensity step; and
(e) Intersecting runways should not be lighted simultaneously. Only b properly
interconnecting the controls and control circuits, can the desired combinations be
obtained or undesired combinations prohibited with simpler operations by the
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controller and lesser chance of error. Each aerodrome should consider possible
control interconnection combinations in relation to their installations and operating
procedures.
3.4.5 Automatic controls
Some types of aerodrome lighting aids may be controlled satisfactorily by automatic
controls. More often these automatic controls are used at smaller airports, but they may be
used for less critical visual aids at large aerodromes especially at locations not easily
connected to the control circuits. Photoelectric controls may be used to energize and
reenergize aerodrome beacons, wind direction indicators, and obstacle lights in less critical
areas. The controls are usually actuated by sky luminance levels. Most of these controls
energize the circuit when the luminance from the north sky decreases to about 400 lux and
reenergizes the circuit when the luminance increases to about 600 lux. Time-clock controls
may be used to automatically control the aerodrome lighting at aerodromes with
non-instrument capability only. Time-clock controls are often used at aerodromes where the
visual aids are turned off after a certain hour at night to conserve energy. Thermal controls
may be used to actuate heaters of some visual aids to prevent the formation or accumulation
of ice, snow or condensation. These thermal controls may be obtained with fixed or
adjustable control for many different temperatures. Some installation may need manual
control to override the automatic control of certain lighting circuits.
3.4.6 Radio remote controls
3.4.6.1 Radio signals from aircraft to control aerodrome lighting systems have been used,
to a limited degree, at smaller aerodromes for several years. This control method has
several advantages in that it permits the pilot to select the light intensity of his choice,
eliminates the need for costly control cables, and conserves power by having th lighting
system reenergized when not needed. Radio controls for air-to-ground, ground to-ground,
and a combination of air-to-ground and ground-to-ground systems are available Radio
control can provide intensity control as well as energizing the lighting circuits. Most radio
controls automatically reenergise the lighting circuits 15 to 60 minutes after the last contact.
Radio controls have been used to control runway edge lights, taxiway edge lights, simple
approach lighting systems, visual approach slope indicator systems, as individual systems
or in predetermined combinations. Radio control of aerodrome lighting systems from
aircraft should be used only at uncontrolled aerodromes or at other aerodromes during
periods when traffic control is not in operation. Lighting systems which should not be radio
controlled include obstacle lights, aerodrome beacons, precision approach lighting systems,
runway centre line lights, and touchdown zone lights.
3.4.6.2 For air-to-ground operation only a receiver and decoder are installed on the airport.
The actuating signal may be provided by a specified short series of clicks accomplished by
keying the microphone of an aircraft communications transmitter. Ground-to-ground
control is used mostly when cable control circuits are not available and are no practical to
install. Ground-to-ground control may be used only temporarily until cables can be installed
or permanently especially to remote locations.
3.5

LAMPS

3.5.1 Characteristics of incandescent lamps
3.5.1.1 Incandescent lamps are used in most fittings installed in aerodrome lighting
systems. The following characteristics of incandescent lamps are pertinent to the design of
the aerodrome lighting circuits.
3.5.1.2 The light output, life, power consumed, and efficacy (efficiency) of incandescent
lamps is a complex function of the applied voltage or current, as indicated by Figure 3-8
and Table 3-1. For example, if the voltage applied to a lamp is five per\ cent greater than
rated voltage, the light output will be about 120 per cent of rated light output, and the lamp
life will be about one-half the design life. The effects of changes in lamp current are
greater. If the current through a lamp is five per cent above rate current, the light output will
be about 135 per cent of the rated light out put, and the lamp life will be about three-tenths
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the design life. These values illustrate the need for close control of the applied voltage or
current.
Table 3-1. Table of Lamp Exponents
Output/ OUTPUT
Life/LIFE
Watts/
2.85
WATTS

3.38
(volts/VOLTS)

=

13.3
(volts/VOLTS)

=

=

(amperes/AMPERES)

24.1
= (amperes/AMPERES)
1.54

=

(volts/VOLTS)

=

(amperes/AMPERES)

0.54
Amperes/ AMPERES =

(volts/VOLTS)

Note.. Capital Letters represent rated values.
3.5.1. The designer of an aerodrome lighting system may have some latitude in his choice
of lamps for certain aerodrome light fixtures, selecting a series lamp, a low voltage multiple
lamp, or a higher-voltage multiple lamp. The following factors are pertinent in the choice:
(a) the voltage drop across series lamps usually falls in the "low-voltage" category; the
voltage drop across a 6.6 ampere, 200 watt runway edge light is 30 volts, and the
voltage drop across a 20 ampere, 500 watt approach light lamp is 25 volts;
(b) because of their differences in design tolerances, series lamps should not be used in
parallel circuits, and multiple lamps should not be used in series circuits; and
(c) the life of a "low-voltage" lamp will be greater than that of a "high voltage*** lamp
for a
given rated power consumption and light output
3.5.1.4 Tungsten-halogen lamps. Many lamps now being used for aerodrome lighting are
tungsten-halogen lamps. The filaments of these lamps are enclosed in small quartz tubes
which contain small amounts of a halogen, such as iodine, in addition to the usual inert fill
gas. When the filament is heated, tungsten evaporates from the filament and condenses on
the inside walls of the lamp envelope. The vaporised halogen combines with this condensed
tungsten forming a vapour. This vapour travels to the hot filament where it disassociates
and redeposit the tungsten on the filament. This process reduces blackening of the lamp
bulb, increases the life of the lamp, maintains better light intensity, and improves the
efficiency of the lamp. The cost of the lamps is however increased.
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3.5. Characteristics of gaseous-discharge lamp
3.5.2. Lamps for sequence-flashing approach lights ("strobes"). The lamps used I the
sequence-flashing approach lights are gaseous, capacitor-discharge lights and not
incandescent lamps. The lamp is a tube which may be formed into various shapes containing an inert gas such as argon or krypton which emits light when an arc is created in the
gas. The power supply charges electrical capacitors to provide power for the arc and
provides a triggering voltage to initiate the arc upon application of the triggering signal.
The arc in the gas emits a high-intensity flash of light of short duration(microseconds)
which rapidly expends the charge of the capacitors and extinguishes the arc. Very high
voltages are involved for the power supply and lamp. This hazard should be considered in
the design of the lighting system. The peak intensity of these light
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may be very great but of short duration. The flash must be integrated to determine the
effective intensity of the emitted light and its effectiveness as a visual aid. The frequency of
flashing of these lights is limited by the time required to recharge the capacitors and usually
is only a few times per second. The output of the light is proportional to the square of the
voltage applied to the light fitting, unless it has a regulated power supply.
3.5.2. Other gaseous-discharge lamps The higher efficiency of gaseous-discharge lamps
encourages their use. Types of these lamps include fluorescent mercury-vapour
.metal-halide, and low- or high-pressure sodium-vapour lights. The use of lights o these
types usually limited to illumination of areas such as apron areas, except for the use of
fluorescent lamps in some taxiway edge lights and for illuminating signs When considering
using lights of these types the following are factors that should be investigated.
(a) Restarting. Some of these lamps cannot be restarted for several seconds to minutes
after the arc is extinguished. Power interruptions or switching can cause loss of
lights at critical times. Emergency lighting by other types of lamps may be
desirable.
(b) Cold starting. Some of these lamps cannot be started or are difficult to start in low
ambient temperatures.
(c) Intensity control. These lamps often are not capable of intensity control or have a
limited range of control as compared to incandescent lamps.
(d) Stroboscopic effects. The stroboscopic effects of the lamps may be disturbing.
Where such lights are used, including for illumination of areas, the use of
three-phase electrical supply systems with a balance in connecting the lights may be
desirable.
(e) Colour shifting. Typically the light emitted from these lamps covers a limited part of
the visual spectrum. This makes recognition of colour coding difficult as colours
may not have their ordinary appearance when illuminated by gaseous-discharge
lamps. The colour "red" is particularly affected.
3.6
METHODS OF OBTAINING
AERODROME LIGHTING

INTEGRITY

AND

RELIABILITY

FOR

3.6.1 Definitions of terms
3.6.1.1 The terms integrity and reliability as applied to aerodrome lighting are not precise,
easily defined or measured terms. Previous efforts to define these terms have concluded
that reliability is a question of mean time between failure of components while integrity is a
question comprising such matters as failure survival of the overall system. It is considered
that visual aids should have a comparable integrity and reliability to that afforded by
non-visual aids. Thus reliability is affected by the selection of components and operational
use, and integrity is affected by the design and installation of the systems and maintenance
of the equipment. It is difficult to state what the reliability of present visual aids is. In
general it is considered that well
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designed and maintained visual aids have a very high integrity and that the probability of a
failure occurring at a critical moment is extremely low. Nevertheless all reasonable efforts
should be made to improve upon integrity and reliability. Electrical factors which affect
integrity and reliability may be classified as follows:
(a) failure of the circuit;
(b) failure of the power supply; and
(c) failure of the control circuit.
3.6.2 Summary of means of improving electrical integrity and reliability
3.6.2.1 Reducing failure of the circuit. A standard practice is to use several circuits to
prevent a failure of one circuit blacking out an entire lighting system. Four circuits are
sometimes employed for lighting the approach and threshold. One circuit is used for the
threshold lights and three for the approach lighting system. The latter three circuits are so
designed that if one should fail only every third barrette would be out of operation. Where a
lighting pattern is fed by several circuits, the practice of each circuit feeding one particular
geographical section of the pattern is not recommended because loss of one circuit can then
change the pattern into something entirely different. For example, an approach lighting
pattern comprising a centre line and five crossbars if fed in two distinct halves by two
circuits could change from a centre line and five bar system to a centre line and three bar
system with the loss of one circuit.
3.6.2.2 Reducing failure of the power supply Steps can be taken to ensure a continuous
supply of power to the lighting system. One of the most simple and most reliable is to have
alternative sources of power from two different generators which are capable of
automatically starting in case of a power failure. Equipment has been developed which will
reduce to a very short interval the time between power failure and delivery of current from
the alternative system. Switching rates as low as 0.3 to 0.5 seconds are being obtained for
equipment installed in conjunction with precision approach runways. Switching rates for
other systems vary between 10 to 20 seconds. Another procedure which is used is to
operate from the secondary generators continuously during critical times such as during low
visibility conditions or when a storm is forecast. In case of a failure of the generator, the
switch-over is then made to the primary power supply. These systems and arrangements are
discussed in Chapter 2.
3.6.2.3 Reducing failure of the control circuit. Sometimes alternate control circuits are
neglected. Careful attention is given to the lighting circuits and secondary power supplies
are provided for them, but provision of alternate circuits for controls of the lights from the
control tower is overlooked. The probability of a control circuit failing may be equal to that
of a lighting circuit failing, and dual control circuits should be provided.
3.6.2.4 Designing for integrity and reliability The design and installation of aerodrome
lighting systems can affect integrity and reliability in ways other than selection of
components and interleaving of circuits. These features are often the same as those used to
reduce and simplify maintenance. Some of the features determined in the design decisions
are installing cables in conduit (ducts) instead of direct burial, using inset lights instead of
elevated lights in areas where surface traffic often collides with the light fixtures, providing
ground-wire circuits throughout the system to reduce the effects of lightning and high
voltage surges, equipping light fixtures with heating elements to eliminate moisture
condensation and icing problems, etc. Reliability and integrity are factors which should be
considered in the design and installation.
3.7 MONITORING OF AERODROME LIGHTING CIRCUITS
3.7.1

Methods of monitoring

3.7.1.1 8.3 of Annex 14 states that a system of monitoring visual aids should be employed
to ensure lighting system reliability. Monitoring may be accomplished by visual
observations or by an automatic sensor. Visual monitoring, except for what Ai Traffic
Control sees and pilots report, is seldom used. Some of the monitoring o lighting systems in
use consist of indicator lights which indicate only that the switches which control the
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circuits are turned to ON or that one or more lights In a circuit have failed. Reliable
monitoring is very desirable, but partial or incomplete monitoring can create a secure
feeling which hinders instead of aids in reliability. Examples are: indicator lights which
respond only to switch position or control relay operation may not detect a malfunctioning
constant-current regulator or a grounded out lighting circuit; or monitors of power
waveform distortion to detect lamp failures may not respondto faults of the lighting circuits
or failure of power or control equipment.
3.7. Design of monitoring devices
3.7.2.1 The ideal monitoring device for aerodrome lights measures the intensity of each
light in the directions from which it will be observed and indicates any deficiencies by
location and amount. Such monitoring may not be practical or possible. The design of
monitoring devices should consider related information that would be helpful as well as the
failures which they can detect. Some devices may sense important information which is not
presented by the indicator. Instructions for use of the monitoring system should explain the
limitations as well as the capabilities of the system. The quantities usually measured are
current, voltage, power, waveform, time, and photoelectric emission. Recorders of these
values are a form of monitor, but this type information is seldom used for immediate
response or to produce actions automatically.
3.7.3

Classes of monitors

3.7.3.1 Monitors may be classed as active or passive. Active monitors take a predetermined
action when a specific condition is sensed or at a selected time after the condition occurs.
Examples of monitors in this class are the primary source voltage sensors which
automatically start the secondary engine-generator set and transfer the load when the
primary power source fails, or the high intensity time limit control which automatically
resets to a lower intensity step and sounds a buzzer and/or energizes an indicator lamp after
the lights have been at full intensity for 15 minutes.* Passive monitors provide a signal
such as an indicator lamp or buzzer when a predetermined *Automatic resetting of the
intensity is not desirable since the change could be made when a pilot is in a critical part of
his approach.
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condition occurs and does not change any of the systems operations. A human operator
must evaluate the meaning of the signal and take the appropriate action. Examples of
passive monitoring are the sequence-flashing lights monitor which alerts when a reselected
number of lights is inoperative, or the indicator lamp which shows that specific circuits are
energized and operating.
3.7.4 Monitor override controls
3.7.4.1 Often controls or procedures which can be used to override or circumvent the
action of the monitor are provided. By activating a special circuit or resetting a control, the
operator can maintain the systems operation without change for new or indefinite time
period. The signal indicating the monitor's response may be provided during the override
operation to keep the operator informed that the system is in an undesirable operating status
An example is to reset the timer to full intensity operations at the beginning of each
approach in low visibility conditions to ensure that the lights will not automatically be
changed to a lower intensity during the approach.
3.8 ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS FOR RADIO NAVIGATION AIDS
3.8.1 Types of radio navigation aids
3.8.1.1 The types of radio navigation aids which may be located on or near the aerodrome
and require electrical power either from the aerodrome power system or as a separate
system varies with the aerodrome. These radio navigational aids often include instrument
landing systems (ILS), very high frequency Omni directional radio range (VOR),
non-directional beacon (NDB), direction finding (DF) facilities, precision approach radar
systems, distance measuring equipment (DME), air surveillance radar (ASR), and similar
equipment. Most aerodromes are equipped with some of these devices and the electrical
power requirements may require special consideration. Note that the ILS for category IIand
III operations is more precision equipment than that required for category 1 operations.
3.8.2 Electrical characteristics
3.8.2.1 Electrical power for radio navigation aids is usually alternating current (ac).
Batteries may be used to provide power for starting secondary power sources and to supply
energy for some uninterruptible power systems. This ac power is usually either 50 or 60
hertz.
3.8.2.2 Primary power. For radio navigation aids located on or adjacent to the aerodrome,
the primary power source is usually the same as the aerodrome primary source. These
sources are discussed in paragraph 2.1.2. Since the total kilowatts required by radio
navigation aids usually is not large, the input power to these installations is often
transmitter at the intermediate voltage level and fed to local distribution transformers for
step-down to the voltage suitable for the equipment.
3.8.2.3 Secondary power Since these radio navigation aids provide signals for instrument
guidance of the aircraft and are essential for operations in at least some conditions, Annex
10, Volume 1, Part 1, Chapter 2 requires secondary power sources for most of these radio
aids. The switch-over time for some of these radio navigation aids are shown in Table 2-1
and discussed in paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3 of this manual. The radio navigation aids are often
located in isolated areas or areas well separated from other buildings requiring electrical
power. Secondary power is usually provided by engine-generator power units because, for
the amount of power needed, secondary power may be more economical to install than a
second feeder to the site. If an independent power source is used, the feeder from this
source should be in a separate duct or even a separate route from the primary power feeder.
Some of the radio navigation aids are more likely to require uninterruptible power supplies
than are aerodrome lighting systems. The redundant configuration of Figure 2-3 is often
advisable for some radio navigation aids and related computers.
3.8.2.4 Grounding. Radio navigation aids may require lower resistance and more stable
grounding than do aerodrome lighting systems. The grounding, as discussed in paragraph
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2.5.14, applies but grounding networks are more often required. The grounding
requirements of both the electrical system at the radio aids building and at the antenna
should be considered carefully. Some of the antennas may require special grounding planes
in some locations. Protection of the grounding systems from corrosion may be necessary
for some radio navigation aids.
3.8.2.5 Lightning arresters. Lightning and surge protection for radio navigation aids is
more important than for most electrical systems because the radio signals are more easily
affected, and antennas are often the target of lightning strikes. Paragraph 2.5.12 discusses
lightning protection. Also these radio aids often use solid-state devices which are
vulnerable to voltage and power surges. Often batteries or converters are used to provide dc
power for the solid-state devices to eliminate or reduce the lightning and power surge
problems.
3.8.2.6 Feeds to antenna arrays. The cabling between the radio equipment and the antenna
often requires special handling. Usually coaxial cables are used to conduct these signals.
The cable may be required to provide a proper impedance match between the output of the
signal generator and the input to the antenna but may also need to be of an accurate length
for frequency phasing. The radio equipment often explicitly states these cabling
requirements but some radio aids may not furnish these details. The feeds to the antenna
arrays should be carefully co-ordinated with the supplier of the equipment and the installers
of the antenna and radio equipment.
3.8.3 Control circuits for radio navigation aids
3.8.3.1 Uses of control circuits. The control circuits for radio navigation aids are primarily
used to energize and reenergize the systems, to transfer from primary to stand-by or
alternate transmitter, and to transfer from primary to secondary power source.
3.8.3.2 Types of control circuits. The radio navigation aids may be located on the
aerodrome or several miles away. Most radio navigation aids provide local control at the
transmitter site and remote control at one or more air traffic or equipment control sites. If
the radio aids are located on or near the aerodrome and the controls are relatively simple, ac
or dc power control circuits similar to those used for aerodrome lighting may be used.
These control circuits are discussed in paragraphs 3.4.1.4, 3.4.2.3, 3.4.3.1, and 3.4.3.2 as
guides. If the distances are great or the control circuits are complex, telephone circuits are
often used for remote control. By dialling a particular code of one, two, or three numbers,
the desired switching can be obtained. The telephone dialling control system is a form of
multiplex control which can be expanded for controlling very complex systems.
3.8.4 Reliability and integrity of radio navigation aids As discussed in paragraph 3.6.1, the
reliability and integrity of non-visual aids (radionavigation aids) should be comparable to
that of visual aids. In addition to the electrical factors affecting aerodrome lighting of
failure of the circuit, failure of the power supply, and failure of the control circuit, the radio
navigation aids must
transmit a signal having several qualities within acceptable
tolerances. These signal qualities and tolerances for these aids are discussed in Annex 10,
Volume I, Part 1, Chapter 3. Not only must the equipment be operating and transmitting a
signal, but it should be monitored to assure an acceptable signal. Usually no signal is
preferable to a bad signal. To improve reliability many radio navigation aids have alternate
transmitters energized and ready for switching to transmission upon failure of the primary
transmitter or of a deficient signal. The radio navigation aids often have individual
secondary power sources to automatically assume power if the primary power source fails.
The control system should be designed so that if the control should fail when the aid is
being operated by remote manual control, the radio aid will remain operating and switch to
automatic control. Attachment F to Part I of Annex 10 contains additional guidance
material regarding reliability and availability of radio navigation aids.
3.8. Monitoring of radio navigation aids
3.8.5.1 Signal monitoring. The monitoring of radio navigation aids, except for lights to
indicate that the equipment is energized, requires automatic sensors of the signal to
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determine if it is acceptable. Several qualities of the signal and functioning of sections of
the equipment may require monitoring. The monitoring of the signal quality for these radio
aids are discussed in Annex 10, Volume I, Part 1, Chapter 3. The monitor may be required
to automatically switch to the alternate transmitter or deactivate the equipment and also
signal the designated control points of transmitted signal deficiencies. Other less essential
radio navigation aids may have monitors which indicate at the control points if operation is
satisfactory. If it is not satisfactory, the operator can make the required transfers. For the
radio aids with critical signal requirements, the monitor may automatically deactivate the
equipment to prevent transmission of a deficient signal if a satisfactory signal from an
alternate transmitter is not obtained.
3.8.5.2 ' Monitoring auxiliary functions. Several other functions may be monitored to assure
satisfactory operation of radio navigation aids. These may include battery voltages for the
starting of the secondary power set or for operating uninterruptible power supplies, ambient
or room temperature to maintain suitable environments for the equipment, and fuel supply
for the secondary power source. These monitors may provide alarms or indications that the
functions exceed established criteria.
3.9 ACCEPTANCE TESTING OF AERODROME ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
3.9.1 Application
3.9.1.2 The test procedures described in this section apply to the acceptance tests of new
installations and should be formed before making the system operational.
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3.9.2 Guarantee period
3.9.2.1 Each installation contract should include a guarantee clause specifying period of at
least one year during which the installing contractor can be held responsible for repairing
and replacing all cable and equipment failures resulting from poor work or defective
materials and equipment. (Damp or dirty cable connectors and cable damage due to faulty
installation practices often fail several months after installation.)
3.9.3 Inspection procedures
3.9.3.1 Visual examination. The most important of all inspection and test procedures are
thorough visual inspections. Visual inspections should be made frequently during
installation, at completion of installation, and before energizing the circuits. A careful
visual inspection will reveal defects that can be corrected prior tests and energization.
Serious damage may occur if defects are subjected tests or energization. Visual inspections
should include inspection appraisal of:
(a ) correctness of external connections;
(b) good work performance;
(c) cleanliness;
(d) safety hazards; and
(e) specific requirements for individual items.
All equipment manufactured under specifications should pass strict factory tests prior to
shipment, but it should be visually inspected for shipping damage immediately upon
receipt.
3.9.3.2 Cable, connectors and isolating transformer inspection. The primary and secondary
cable leads of the transformers should be supplied with factory installed melded connectors.
Visual inspection of these items during installation is especially important, as minor cuts,
bruises, or mishandling may result in a progressive deterioration which will eventually
cause complete failure, but not until some time after acceptance tests. During installation,
these items should be inspected to determine the following:
(a) that the mating surfaces of melded connectors are clean and dry when plugged
together. If clean and dry inside, these high voltage connectors with taping form a
connection equal to, or superior to, a conventional high voltage splice. Conversely,
if they are wet or dirty inside, no amount of taping can produce a satisfactory
connection. Two or three turns of tape are recommended to hold the connector
together and keep the parting lines clean. Cleanliness of mating surfaces can best be
insured by keeping the factory installed caps in place until the final connection is
made. The mating surfaces of uncapped connectors should not be laid down,
touched, or breathed upon. If it is necessary to break a connection, the connectors
should be immediately capped;
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(b) that the connectors are completely plugged together. After initial plugging, trapped
air pressure may partially disengage the plug and receptacle. If this happens, wait a
few seconds and push them together again. Apply two or three turns of tape to hold
them in place;
(c) that the cables have not been cut by shovels, kinked, crushed by vehicle wheels,
bruised by rocks, or damaged in any way during handling and installation;
(d) that the cables are buried to the specified depth below finished grade and all other
detailed requirements of the installation specification are accomplished;
(e) that the cables do not directly cross each other and are separated by the required
distances;
(f) that screened material has been placed under and over the cables, and that rocks or
pebbles do not contact the cables; and
(g) that the cables have not been bent sharply where they enter (or leave) a conduit and
are supported properly by tamped ground, so future settling cannot cause sharp
bends.
3.9.3.3Constant-current regulator inspection. Each constant-current regulator should be
inspected to ensure that porcelain bushings have not been cracked, no shipping damage has
occurred, connections are correct, switches and relays operate freely and are not tied or
blocked, fuses (if required) are correct, and that the oil level of oil filled regulators is
correct. Only relay panel covers should be removed for this inspection. It is not necessary to
open the main tank of oil-filled regulators. Information on the regulator inspection plate
must be followed. All covers should be cleaned and tightly replaced after inspection and
tests are completed.
3.9.3.4 Light fixture and beacon inspection. An inspection should be made to determine
that the colour, quantity, and locations of lights are in accordance with the installation
drawings. Each light should be inspected to determine that it is operable, that glass is not
broken or cracked, that correct lamps are installed, and that it has been properly levelled
and aimed.
3.9.3.5 Inspection of miscellaneous components. Components such as control panels, relay
cabinets, panel boards, etc., should be visually inspected for damage, correct connections,
proper fuse and circuit-breaker ratings, and compliance with the installation drawings.
3.9.3.6 System operation test. After components and circuits have been inspected, as
indicated in the preceding paragraphs, the entire system should be rested as follows:
(a) each switch of the lighting panels in the control tower should be operated so that each
switch position is reached at least twice. During this process, all lights and vault
equipment should be observed to determine that each switch properly controls the
corresponding circuit
(b) the above test should be repeated using the panels in the alternate control station
(vault) and then repeated again using the local control switches on the regulators;
and
(c) each lighting circuit should be tested by operating it continuously at maximum
intensity for at least 6 hours. Visual inspection should be made at the beginning and
at the end of this test to determine that the correct number of lights are operating at
full intensity. Dimming of some or all of the lights in a circuit is an indication of
ground faults. In addition, the lamp-terminal voltage should be measured on at least
one light in each multiple circuit, to determine that it is within ± 5 per cent of the
rated lamp voltage as marked on the lamp.
3.9.4 Electrical tests of series-circuit equipment
3.9.4.1 Electrical tests are helpful in determining that the quality of the installation is
acceptable and that the performance will meet the operational requirements. Some of the
tests involve the use and measurements of high-voltage circuits. These tests should be
performed only by qualified persons who are familiar with high-voltage electrical
equipment and the safety precautions which must be observed.
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3.9.4.2 Electrical tests on cable. Cables buried in earth (that is, not in duct) should be tested
before and after back filling the cable trench.
3.9.4.3 Each series circuit should be tested for continuity by ohmmeter or equivalent
method. The resistance of the circuit to ground should then be checked with a suitable test
set to make sure it is free of grounds. Any faults indicated by these tests should be located
and repaired before proceeding with high-voltage tests.
3.9.4.4 Each series circuit should be subjected to high-voltage insulation resistance tests to
determine complete freedom from grounds. Whenever possible, these tests should be
performed when the ground is thoroughly wet. Experience has shown that circuits which
pass insulation resistance tests during dry weather may fail after a heavy rain. Each circuit,
including transformers, should be tested as follows:
(a) Disconnect both leads from the regulator output terminals. Support both leads so that
air gaps of several inches exist between bare conductors and ground. Make sure that
the cable sheath is clean and dry for a distance of at least 30 cm from the end of the
cable. Also make sure that exposed insulation at each end of the cable is clean and
dry.
(b) Each circuit should be tested immediately after installation, in accordance with
"First Test For New Circuits" described in sub-paragraph e). Any circuit which has
been installed for 60 days or more, even if it has not been operated, should be tested
in accordance with "Succeeding Test and Old Circuits". (See sub-paragraph e).)
(c) The maximum acceptable leakage current, in microamperes, should not exceed the
values indicated in paragraph 3.9.4.7.
(d) When additions are made to old circuits, only the new sections should be tested in
accordance with "First Test On New Circuits". The complete circuit should be
checked at the reduced voltages to ensure reliable operation.
(e) Connect both conductors, and apply the test voltage indicated below for a period of 5
minutes between conductors and ground.
First test on
new circuits

succeeding tests and
old circuits

Complete approach lighting
system (transformers with
5 000-volt primary leads)

9 000 V, dc

5 000 V, dc

Touchdown zone and centre
line light circuits
(transformers with 5 000
volt primary leads)

9 000 V, dc

5 000 V, dc

High intensity runway edge
light circuits (transformers
with 5 000-volt primary
leads)

9 000 V, dc

5 000 V, dc

Medium intensity runway and
taxiway lights circuits
(transformers with 5 000
volt primary leads)

6 000 V, dc

3 000 V, dc

600-~olts circuits

1 800 V, dc

600 V, dc

3.9.4.5 The tests outlined above should be performed with a suitable high-voltage tester
which has a steady, filtered dc output voltage. The high-voltage tester should contain an
accurate voltmeter and micro ammeter for reading the voltage applied to the circuit and the
insulation leakage current.
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3.9.4.6 These tests should be supervised carefully by qualified personnel to ascertain that
excessive voltages are not applied.
3.9.4.7 During the last minute of the tests the insulation leakage current in microamperes
for each complete circuit should be measured and should not exceed the value calculated
for each circuit as follows:
(a) allow 2 microampere for each series transformer;
(b) allow 1 microampere for each 100 meters of cable (This value includes allowances
for the normal number of connectors and splices.); and
(c) add the values obtained to determine the total allowable microampere leakage for
each complete circuit.
3.9.4.8 If the leakage current exceeds the value calculated as outlined above, the circuit
should be sectionalized and the tests repeated for each section. Defective components must
be located and repaired, or replaced until the entire circuit passes the
3.9.4.9 Make sure that the test voltage specified in paragraph 3.9.4.4 e) is actually applied
to the circuit at the time the leakage current is measured. The volt age should be adjusted so
the voltmeter reads the desired value before the leakage current is read. If any difficulty is
encountered in obtaining the desired voltage, either the circuit being tested or the test set is
defective, and should be corrected before the test is continued.
3.9.4.10 On new circuits, a resistance measurement should be made immediately after the
circuit has passed the high-voltage tests with the test set used by aerodrome maintenance.
This measurement reading then can be used during maintenance as a comparison with
future readings to determine circuit conditions. Ambient temperature and weather
conditions should be recorded at the time of test.
3.9.5 Electrical tests of other cables
3.9.5.1 Power cables rated 5 000 volts and more. Power cables should be tested as outlined
using the methods in paragraph 3.9.4.4 except that, cables rated at 5 000 volts should be
tested at 10 000 volts and power cables rated above 5 000 volts should be tested at twice the
cable voltage rating plus 1 000 volts. The test should be made between conductors and from
conductors to ground with the cable's shield and armour grounded and for a period of not
less than one minute after instrument readings have stabilized. The minimum acceptable
resistance value is 50 me ohms. Original insulation values of the cable have been
substantially reduced to the specified 50 me ohms in order to compensate for cable length,
aging of conductor insulation, and other factors which may affect test results both before
and during installation. Unless cable length should appreciably exceed 3 000 metres, no
reduction in the specified insulation resistance should be considered. (Note. Insulation
readings will be erroneous until the cable has been completely charged by the measuring
instrument.) A test should be made for continuity of the cable's shield or armour. An
ohmmeter type instrument may be used.
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3.9.5.2 Power cable rated 600 volts and below. Secondary power cables rated at 600 volts
and below and used for lighting and power wiring should have a resistance of not less than
50 me ohms between conductors and between conductors and ground when measurements
are made at not less than 500 volts dc.
3.9.5.3 Control and telephone cable. After installation these cables should comply with the
following requirements:
Size cable
12 pair or less

Over 12 pair to 25 pair,
inclusive
Over 25 pair

Minimum no. of acceptable conductors
A1 1

All except one air
All, except 2 pair

Acceptable conductors include satisfactory test as to continuity, freedom from short-circuit,
and a minimum of 50 me ohms resistance between conductors and from each conductor to
grounded shield when tested at not less than 500 volts dc
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3.9.5.4 Coaxial cables. Radio frequency cables should be tested for insulation and loop
resistance prior -to---1-nstallation and the results recorded. The insulation test should be
made between the centre conductor and shield with a 500 volt dc instrument. The loop
resistance test should be also made as above, but with the centre conductors shorted to the
shield at the far end of the cable. This test may be made with a bridge, ohmmeter, or other
suitable instrument. After installation, the conductor-to-shield and conductor-to-ground
resistance should exceed 50 me ohms when measured at 500 volts dc. Loop resistance
should be within plus or minus 10 per cent of the measured values prior to installation, e.g.
measured resistance per 1 000 metres of cable on reel, multiplied by each 1 000 metres and
fraction thereof of installed cable. Shield-to ground resistance should also be measured and
the results recorded.
3.9.5.5 Coaxial cable, pressurised. Upon completion of the cable installation, the following
test should be made:
(a) Electrical test. A high-voltage insulation tester with micrometer current-leakage
meter should be used and 3 000 volts dc applied between the inner and outer
conductors for a minimum period of three minutes. While this voltage is applied no
noticeable current should flow between the conductors after charging current has
stabilized.
(b) Nitrogen gas test. Nitrogen gas at the specified pressure should be applied to the
cable, the gas valve closed, and ambient temperature recorded. Six successive,
hourly measurement of pressure should be taken and recorded. After the sixth
measurement is taken and after a time interval of about 24 hours, a seventh
measurement should be made. If variations in gas pressure are due only to changes
in ambient temperature, the length of cable is acceptable. A temperature correction
factor of 0.017 per degree C should be used.
3.9.6 Electrical tests of regulators
3.9.6.1 The supply voltage and the Input tap of the regulator should be checked to see that
they correspond.
3.9.6.2 With load disconnected, energize the regulator once, and watch the open circuit
protector to see that it reenergizes the regulator within 2 or 3 seconds.
(a) Connect the load circuit after it has been checked for opens and ground as required
in paragraphs 3.9.4.3 and 3.9.4.4 and inspected to see that all transformers are
properly lamped.
(b) Obtain a voltmeter and an ammeter with an error of not more than ± 1 per cent of
full scale, and simultaneously measure input voltage and output current (connect the
ammeter to the terminals of an isolating transformer inserted into the output circuit
of the regulator) for each intensity setting tap.
(c) Use a recording voltmeter or take readings during both day and night at sufficient
intervals to obtain an average supply voltage.
(d) If regulator has input voltage taps, select the tap which most nearly corresponds to
average supply voltage. The output current for each intensity setting tap should be
within ± 2 per cent of the nameplate values after any necessary supply voltage
correction is made.
3.9.6.3 In all current regulators which have input voltage taps, the output current will vary
in proportion to input voltage changes. If a supply voltage of 2 350 is applied to the 2 400
volt tap, the output current values should be 2 cent below the nameplate values.
3.9.6.4 Regulators which have automatic supply voltage correction in lieu of input taps do
not change the output current as the supply voltage varies.
(a) If the output current on full intensity deviates from the nameplate value by more
than 2 per cent (and if the regulator is not overloaded), the internal adjustment
should be checked, as described on the regulator instruction plate. Since the
adjustment may be delicate, it is recommended that a deviation of ± 5 per cent be
allowed on lower settings before attempting to readjust the regulator.
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(b) Furthermore, a check should be made to see whether the adjustment had been
changed purposely for an unusual local flight operational requirement.
3.9.7 Troubleshooting tests
3.9.7.1 The following test should help locate the fault in the event that the tests indicate
improper operation.
3.9.7.2 Disconnect the load, short-circuit regulator output terminals through an ammeter,
and measure output current. If measured values are equal to or slightly higher than
nameplate values, the regulator is operating satisfactorily and the load circuit should be
checked for faults.
3.9.7.3 Connect the load cables (after load circuit has been checked for opens and grounds,
as specified in paragraphs 3.9.4.3 and 3.9.4.4 and inspected to see that all transformers are
properly lamped), and measure output current and output voltage simultaneously with the
regulator operating on the highest intensity setting. The significance of the readings is as
follows:
(a) Satisfactory operation is indicated by correct output current and an output voltage
which is slightly higher than that estimated for the load, but which does not exceed
the rated output voltage. The voltage required for the load may be estimated by
multiplying the isolating transformer primary voltage at rated load (watts divided by
primary current) by the number of transformers connected in series in the load
circuit.
(b) A correct output current with an output voltage appreciably less than the estimated
load voltage indicates complete or partial shorting of the load.
(c) A correct output current with an output voltage exceeding the rated load output
voltage indicates an overload.
(d) A reduced output current with an output voltage indicating an overload is possibly
caused by a poor connection in the load circuit. The regulator should be reenergized
immediately to prevent damage.
(e) A reduced output current with an output voltage not exceeding the rated output
voltage indicates a faulty regulator or reduced supply voltage.
F ) A zero output current with excessive output voltage indicates an open in the load
circuit and failure of the open-circuit protector in the regulator. In this case, the
regulator must be reenergized immediately to prevent serious damage.
(g) CAUTION: The open-circuit protector of the regulator must not be deactivated or
by-passed during these tests.
3.9.8

Electrical tests of other equipment

3.9.8.1 Measure the input and output voltages and currents and determine the loads of the
connected circuits. Check to determine if these voltages and loads are within the
manufacturer's rating of the equipment. Record these measurements for future reference
during maintenance or for modification of the circuit.
3.9.9 Tests of monitors
3.9.9. 1 After the tests listed above have been completed and the system is functioning as
designed, monitors should be tested by simulating such failures as open-circuits,
short-circuits, grounds, failure of lights, loss of power in both the lighting circuits and the
control circuits, and observing the performance of the monitor. Monitors which fail to
perform as intended should be repaired before the system is accepted.
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CHAPTER 4
UNDERGROUND ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
4.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
4.1.1 Initial considerations
4.1.1.1 Installation of electrical cables underground is expensive and techniques to assure
long and effective service with a minimum of maintenance should be used. All work should
done by experienced personnel regularly engaged in their type of work. Most underground
cables will be located on, or very close to, the manoeuvring area of the aerodrome. Hence,
at active aerodromes great care must be exercised to ensure that the installation does not
present a hazard to aircraft or to the installers.
4.1.2 Preconstruction arrangements
4.1.2.1 Obtain prior approval of the engineer in charge for the materials, workmen, time of
day or night for the work, method and procedures for the installation, and procedure for any
temporary or permanent repairs to be made. Arrange for co-ordinating the effort with Air
Traffic Control if it may be involved. Carefully determine and mark the route for the cables.
Take all reasonable precautions to protect existing underground utilities such as fuel tanks,
water lines, buried control and power cables, etc. All known utilities and power and control
cables leading to and from any operating facility should be marked in the field before any
work in the general vicinity is started. Thereafter and throughout the entire time of
construction they should be protected from any possible damage. Any underground cables
which are damaged during installation should be immediately repaired with equal quality
material.
4.1.3 Methods of installation
4.1.3.1 There are two methods of installing underground electrical cables, by direct burial
or in duct (conduit). These methods are discussed below.
4.2 DIRECT BURIAL OF CABLE
4.2.1 Steps of installing
4.2.1.1 The major steps of installing electrical cables by direct burial are trenching,
placement of the cable, and backfilling.
4.2.2 Trenching
4.2.2.1 Basic requirements. Unless required otherwise, all cables in the same location and
running in the same general direction should be installed in the same trench. Walls of
trenches should be essentially vertical so that a minimum of shoulder surface is disturbed.
The bottom surface of trenches should be essentially smooth and free from coarse
aggregate. If possible, trenches should be opened only to the extent that cables can be
installed and the trench closed in the same working day. Where turf is well established and
the sod can be removed, it should be carefully stripped and properly stored.
4.2.2.2 Trench depth. The trench depth should be not less than 5 cm below the level of the
lowest! cable. (cables should be a minimum of 50 cm below the finished grade when n the
aerodrome property and 75 cm below the finished grade when off the aerodrome property.
If cables are to be placed at more than one level, the vertical separation should be the same
as the horizontal separation indicated in paragraph 4.2.3, except vertical separation of
control and telephone cables and of low voltages power cables should be not less than 6 cm.
The ground wire or counterpoise should be a minimum of 5 cm above the uppermost layer
of cables Trench depths should allow for these vertical separations.
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4.2.2.3 Heavy traffic areas. Cables should not be direct buried under paved areas,
roadways, railroad tracks, or ditches. In these areas the cable should be installed in
concrete-encased ducts or in rigid steel conduit.
4.2.2.4Areas of rocks. Where rock excavation is encountered the rock should be removed
to a depth of at least 8 cm below the required cable depth and it should be replaced with
bedding material of earth or sand containing no mineral aggregate articles larger than 6 mm
in diameter. When solid rock is encountered, alternatives such s rerouting the trench or
installation in rigid steel conduit should be
considered.
4.2.2.5 Trench width. Trench width for a single cable should be not less than 15 cm
Where more than one cable is located in a trench, the trench width should be adjusted so
that the separations given below can be maintained.
4.2.3 Separation between cables
(a) Power cables, of the same circuit, may be laid side by side in the trench without
separation, except as noted below. Series lighting cables may be considered as of the
same circuit.
(b) Power cables of the same or different circuits of less than 600 volts, may be laid
together in the same trench without horizontal separation.
(c) Power cables of different circuits with voltages between 600 and 5 000 volts should
be separated a minimum of 10 cm.
(d) All power cables, 5 000 volts and below, should be separated from all control,
telephone, and coaxial type cables by a minimum of 15 cm.
(e) Power cables, of more than 5 000 volts, should be separated from all other cables by
a minimum of 30 cm.
(f) Control, telephone, and coaxial cables may be laid in the trench without horizontal
separation from each other.
(g) Vertical separations should be similar to those given in a) through f) except that
cables which do not require horizontal separation should be separated a minimum of
6 cm vertically. No cable should directly overlap another cable because compacting
may damage the cable.
(h) Ground wires and counterpoises should be approximately 15 cm above the
uppermost
level
of
the
cable
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Installation of direct-burial cables

4.2.4.1 Initial backfilling Before placing any cables, backfill and compact a 5 cm layer
of either earth or sand containing no material aggregate particles larger than 6 mm in
diameter.
4.2.4.2 Placing of cables. Wherever possible, cable should be run in one piece, without
splices, from connection to connection. Use the longest practicable lengths of cable in order
to minimize splicing requirements. When cable cutting is required, cable ends should
effectively sealed against moisture immediately after cutting. Bends of a radius less than
eight times the diameter for rubber- or plastic-covered cable and twelve times the diameter
for metallic-armoured cable should not be made. Cable that has been kinked should not be
installed. A man should be stationed at the reel to observe and report any irregularities in
the cable when the cable is being unreeled. Cable for direct earth burial should be unreeled
in place in the open trench or unreeled near the trench and carefully placed in the trench
bottom. Pulling the cable into the trench by dragging over the ground should not be
permitted.
4.2.4.3 Cable slack loops A cable slack loop of approximately one metre should be left on
each end of cable runs, and at all points where cable connections are brought above ground.
The slack loop should be installed at the same minimum depth as the cable run. Loops
should have bends with an inner radius not less than twelve times the outside diameter of
the cable. Where cable is brought above ground, additional slack should be left above
ground. At all cable splices, provide slack loops free of bends at the splice or within 30 cm
of the ends of the splice.
4.2.4.4 Final backfilling After the cable has been installed, the trench should be backfilled
as follows:
(a) Backfill separating cables should be firmly tamped in place. The cable separations
given in 4.2.3 should be maintained. These separations may be either horizontal,
vertical, or a combination of the two.
(b) The first layer of backfilling should be not less than 7.5 cm deep, loose measurement,
and should be either earth or sand containing no material aggregate particles larger
than 6 mm diameter. This layer should not be compacted, except for tamping to
maintain separation of cables.
(c) The second layer should be not less than 12 cm deep, loose measurement, and should
contain no particles larger than 25 mm diameter.
(d) The remainder of the backfilling may be excavated or imported material and should
not contain stones or aggregate larger than 100 mm in diameter. The third and
subsequent layers of the backfilling should not exceed 20 cm in maximum depth,
loose measurement. The second and subsequent layers should be thoroughly tamped
and compacted to at least the density of the adjacent undisturbed soil. If necessary to
obtain the desired compaction, the backfill material may be moistened or aerated as
required. Trenches should not be excessively wet and should not contain pools of
water during the backfilling operations. The trench should be completely backfilled
and tamped level with the adjacent surface.
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(e) When sod is to be placed over the trench, the backfilling should be stopped at a
depth equal to the thickness of the sod to be used. Any excess excavated material
should be removed.
(f) Where sod has been removed it should be replaced as soon as possible after the
backfilling is completed. All areas disturbed by the trenching, storing of dirt, cable
laying, pad construction, and other work should be restored to its original condition.
The restoration should include any necessary top soiling, fertilizing, liming, seeding,
sod ding, sprigging, or mulching. If trenching cuts are made through paved areas,
the cuts, after proper backfilling, should be resurfaced with paving similar to the
original paving. Resurfaced cuts should be level with the original paving, free from
cracks, and capable of withstanding traffic loads imposed without settling or
cracking.
4.3 INSTALLATION OF DUCTS (CONDUIT)
4.3.1 Installation techniques and procedures
4.3.1.1 Selection of routes. Duct-line routes should be selected to balance maximum
flexibility
with minimum cost and to avoid foundations for future buildings and other
structures. Where it may be necessary to run communication lines along with electric power
distribution lines, two isolated systems in separate manhole compartments should be
provided. Where possible, ducts should be installed in the same concrete envelope. Electric
and communication ducts should be kept clear of all other underground utilities, especially
high-temperature water or steam pipes.
4.3.1.2 Duct materials. Acceptable standard materials for ducts include fibber,
asbestos-cement, tile, and plastic. Rigid steel conduit may also be installed below grade and
should be provided with field or factory applied coatings where required.
4.3.1.3 Size of ducts. Size of conduits in a duct bank should be not less than 10 cm inside
diameter except that ducts for communication lines with a minimum diameter Qf 7.5 cm are
acceptable.
4.3.1.4 Installation of ducts without concrete encasement. Trenches for single-duct lines
should be not less than 15 cm nor more than 30 cm wide, and the trench for two or more
ducts installed at the same level should be proportionately wider. Trench bottoms for ducts
without concrete encasement should be made to conform accurately to grade so as to
provide uniform support for the duct along its entire length. A layer of fine earth materialat
least 10 cm thick (loose measurement) should be placed in the bottom of the trench as
bedding for the duct. The bedding material should consist of soft dirt, sand, or other fine
fill, and it should contain no particles larger than 6 mm diameter. The bedding material
should be tamped until firm. When two or more ducts are installed in the same trench
without concrete encasement, they should be spaced not less than 5 cm apart (measured
from outside wall to outside wall) in a horizontal direction or not less than 15 cm apart in a
vertical direction. Rigid steel and heavy-wall conduit may be direct earth buried. All other
conduits should be encased.
4.3.1.5 Installation of ducts encased in concrete. All ducts installed in concrete
encasement should be placed on a layer of concrete not less than 7.5 cm thick. Where two
or more ducts are encased in concrete they should be spaced not less than 5 cm (measured
from outside wall to outside wall). As the duct laying progresses, concrete not less than 7.5
cm thick should be placed around the sides and top of the duct bank. Flared ends of ducts or
couplings should be installed flush with the concrete encasement or inside walls of
manholes or handholds. Interlock spacers should be used at not more than 1.5 metre
spacing to insure uniform spacing between ducts. Joints in adjacent ducts should be
staggered a minimum of 60 cm apart and should be made waterproof prior to concerning.
No duct having a defective joint should be installed. Concrete-encased duct or rigid steel
conduit should be installed so that the top of the concrete envelope or conduit is not less
than 40 cm below the bottom of the paving where it is installed under roadways, railroads,
runways, taxiways, other paved areas, and ditches and not less than 40 cm below the
finished grade elsewhere.
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4.3.1.6 Grounding bushings Where rigid steel conduit enters or leaves a manhole or
handhold a grounding bushing should be provided for all conduits.
4.3.1.7 Arrangement of duct banks. An arrangement of two ducts wide or high should be
used for
best heat dissipation. Correspondingly, the duct banks may be several ducts
high or wide. (This may be impossible where a large number of ducts are involved.) The
vertical two conduit-wide arrangement enables the cables to be more easily racked on
manhole walls but may not be as economical as the horizontal two conduit-high
arrangement. For dimensions and arrangement of duct banks, see Figure 4-1.
4.3.1.8 Drainage. All duct lines should be laid so as to slope toward handholds, manholes
and duct ends for drainage. Grades should be at least 2.5 millimetres per metre. Where it is
not practicable to maintain the slope all one way, the duct lines may be sloped from the
centre in both directions toward manholes, handholds, or duct ends. Pockets or traps where
moisture may accumulate should be avoided.
4.3.1.9 Pull wire. Each spare duct installed should be provided with a copper-clad steel
pull wire of not less than 5 mm2 in area. The open ends of the spare ducts should be
plugged with removable tapered plugs. The plug should secure the pull wire firmly.
4.3.1.10 ' Spare capacity Sufficient ducts for planned installations, future expansion, plus a
minimum of 25 per cent of spare ducts, should be included for all new under round systems
4.4 MANHOLES AND HANDROMS--4.4.1 Selection
4.4.1.1 Factors bearing on the choice of manholes and handholds are number, direction, and
location of duct runs; cable rack arrangements; method of drainage; adequacy of work
space (especially if equipment is to be installed in the manhole); and the size of the opening
required to install and remove equipment.
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4.4.2 Location
4.4.2.1 Manholes or handholds should be placed where required for connections or splices
and where conflict with other utilities will be avoided. Manhole separation should not
exceed 200 metres on straight runs and 100 metres on curved duct runs. Spacing should be
decreased where necessary to prevent installation damage during pulling of cables. Strain
should be limited during installation to a point that will not damage cable insulation or
deform the cable (see Table 4-1).
4.4.3 Stubs
4.4.3.1 It is good practice to provide a set of two or more spare stubs (short lengths of ducts
leading out from the manhole) so that the manhole wall need not be disturbed when a future
extension is made. The stubs should be plugged on both ends.
4.4.4 Hardware
4.4.4.1 Hardware applicable to the installation should be chosen. Where flared ends of
ducts are provided, cable-duct shields are necessary only for protection of metallic sheathed
cables.
4.4.5 Two-section manholes
4.4.5.1 Two-section manholes should be used to maintain separation of the circuits where
electric power and communication lines are installed in the same duct bank or use the same
manhole.
4.5 INSTALLATION OF UNDERGROUND CABLES
4.5.1 preparathions of ducts
4.5.1.1 After the duct installation is completed, the cables are installed by drawing or
pulling into the ducts. The duct should be open, continuous, and clear of debris before the
cable is installed. The cable should be installed in a manner to prevent harmful stretching of
the conductor, injury to the insulation, or damage to the outer protective covering. The ends
of all cables should be sealed with moisture-seal tape before installing, and they should be
kept sealed until connections are made. Where more than one cable is to be installed in a
duct or conduit, all cable should be installed at the same time. In no case should a splice or
connection be placed in a duct or conduit.
4.5.2 Cable pulling in ducts
4.5.2.1 Method of pulling The cable to be installed in the duct may be pulled by a power
winch or by hand. An adequate amount of cable pulling compound should be used on all
pulls. Petroleum grease should not be used. The surface of any cable sheath or jacket should
not be damaged to a depth greater than 1/10th its original thickness. The cable should not
be flattened out of round more than 1/10th its outside diameter. Maximum pulling tensions
for commonly installed cables are listed in Table 4-1. The limitations in Table 4-1 are not
intended to preclude the use of steel or wire rope as a means of pulling. However, unless a
dynamometer is used to indicate the proper tension for the cable being pulled, a harness of
the proper size rope that will limit the - Table 4-1
MAXIMUM
ALLOWABLE
NON-ARMORED
CABLE
PULL
DYNAMOMETER OR ROPE
CABLE
TENSION
ROPE DIAMETER
2 - lc 8.4 MM2 Sol
3 - lc 8.4 MM2 So,
4 ~ lc 8.4 MM2 Sol
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2 - lc 13.3 mm 2 Str
3 - lc 13.3 mm 2 Str
4 - lc 13.3 mm2 Str

190 kg
285 kg
380 kg

6.4 mm, C
8.0 mm C
9.6 mm, c

1 - 2c 8.4 mm2 Str
1 - 3c 8.4 mM2 Str
1 - 4c 8.4 mm2 Str

140 kg
180 kg
265 kg

6.4 mm. C
6.4 mm C

1 - 2c 13.3 MM2 Str
1 - 3c 13.3 mm2 Str
1 - 4c 13.3 mm2 Str

220 kg
310 kg
400 kg

6.4 mm C
8.0 mm C
9.6 mm C

1 - 6c 3.3 mm2 Str
1 - 12c 3.3 mm2 Str

140 kg
285 kg

6.4 mm C
8.0 mm C

1 - 12PR 0.6 MM2
1 - 25PR 0.6 MM2
1 - 50PR 0.6 MM2
mm. N
1 - 100PR 0.6 MM2

105 kg
245 kg
480-ka,

4.8 mm C

4.8 mm D

6.4 mm M
4.8 mm, M
8.0 mm M

4.8 mm D

6.4 mm M

6.4 mm M
11.5 mm C

4.8
12.0 mm M

RG - 11/U

40 kg

4. 8 mm C

RG
RG

213/U
214/U

55 kg
65 kg

4. 8 mm C
4.8 mm C

RG - 216/U
RG - 217/U
RG - 218/U

60 kg
115 kg
360 kg

c - Conductor
C -Cotton

4.8 mm. M
6.4 mm. M

4.8 mm C
11.5 am C

Sol - Solid
M - Manila

8.0 mm D

(formerly RG-8/U)
(formerly RG-9/U)
(formerly RG-13/U)
6.4 mm (formerly RG-14/U)
(formerly RG-17/U)

Str - Stranded
D - Dacron

PR - Pair
N - Nylon

Maximum pulling tensions for cables not listed should be obtained from the manufacturer
of the cable tension of the pull to forces indicated in Table 4-1 should be used. Any
combination of a group of cables to be pulled into a duct should not exceed the sum of
individual allowable tension of each cable plus 15 per cent.
4.5.2.2
Length of pull To minimize splicing, the longest practicable lengths of cable
should be pulled into the ducts at one time. Unless otherwise required, manholes and hand
holes should be as far apart as practicable for the type of cable being installed, but under no
condition should the distance between hand holes or manholes exceed 200 metres.
4.5.2.3 Several cables installed in one duct. The following are applicable to the installation
of two or more cables in the same duct.
(a) Power cables of the same voltage may be installed in the same duct.
(b) Power cables of less than 600 volts may be installed in the same duct.
(c) Power cables of less than 600 volts should not be installed in the same duct with
control, telephone, or coaxial type cables.
(d) Power cables of more than 600 volts should not be installed in the same duct with
control. telephone, coaxial or power cables of less than 600 volts.
(e) Control, telephone, and coaxial cables may be installed in the same duct.
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(f) Power, control, and telephone cables may be installed in the same duct system,
subject to provisions of sub-paragraphs g) and h).
(g) Cable installation in manholes or hand holes. Power and control cables should be
installed in separate manholes and hand holes unless required otherwise. If space is
available, cable slack sufficient for one splice for each cable should be left in each
manhole.
(h) Separation of cables in manholes and hand holes. When it is not possible to install
power and other type cables in separate manholes or hand holes, they should be
installed in separate compartments or on opposite sides of the manhole or hand hole.
4.5.3 Installation of cables in manholes and hand holes
4.5.3.1 Cable racks. Cables shall be carefully formed around the interior of man holes or
hand holes avoiding sharp bends or kinks. All splices and cables should be tied to cable
racks using 3.2 mm diameter nylon line. Hand hole and manhole racks should bathe plastic
type or provided with porcelain insulators. Splices or connectors should be a minimum of
0.6 metre from the mouth of the duct opening into the manhole or hand hole. Where
feasible, splices in different cables should be staggered.
4.5.3.2 Cable terminations. Termination of all control, telephone, and coaxial cables
should be as required. Termination of all power cables rated above 5 000 volts should be
made with a stress relief device. Where potheads are used, strict conformance to
manufacturer's recommendations should be followed. Where terminations are made at
transformer bushings, exposed conducting surfaces on both high- and low-voltage sides
should be taped for full voltage and painted with a high insulation water-resistant coating
4.5.3.3 Cable grounding The following conditions apply to the grounding of cables.
(a) All shielded power cables should have the shield grounded at each end. The
grounding conductor should be connected to a ground rod by means of a grounding
connector specifically designed for this purpose. The shields or armour on direct
earth-buried power cables should be grounded on each end, but not at the splices.
(b) All shielded control cables should have the shield grounded at each end. The shield
at each splice should have insulation resistance from ground equal to that of the
original cable.
(c) Telephone cables should have the shields grounded at one end only. The shield at
each splice should have insulation resistance from ground equal to that of the
original cable.
(d) Coaxial cable shields should be insulated from ground throughout the length of the
cable run. The shields should be grounded only at the coaxial connector terminating
into the equipment on each end of the cable run.
4.5.4 Pressurized type coaxial cables
4.5.4.1 Precautions. Special precautions should be observed during the installation of
gas-filled coaxial cables. These cables should be furnished and installed in one piece under
nitrogen gas pressure with cable and seals kept securely in place at all times during cable
handling, shipping, and installation. Do not cut or splice this cable at any time. As the cable
is unwound from the reel, a supplementary device for straightening this cable is desirable.
Utmost care should be exercised at all times to prevent kinking any part of the cable during
installation.
4.5.4.2 Pre-installation check. In order to determine whether the cable has been damaged
or punctured, determine if the nitrogen gas shipping pressure is still retained in the cable. If
this gas pressure reading has decreased and the loss is not due to temperature change, a
nitrogen gas test should be conducted.
4.5.4.3 Strophe and helix cables. Styroflex coaxial cable of 45 mm diameter should not
be subjected to a bending radius of less than one metre during installation or less than 0.6
metre radius when secured in place. The maximum allowable pulling tension for this size
of cable is 800 kg. Helix coaxial cable should not be subjected to a bending radius of less
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than 0.75 metre during installation nor less than a 0.5 metre radius when secured in place.
The maximum allowable pulling tension for this size of cable is 380 kg.
4.5.4.4 Slack coil cable loops should not be used for pressurized coaxial cables. The cable
end should be fed through the opening provided at the building from the reel located
outside the building. The cable between the structure entrance and the respective cable end
should continue into the building on relatively the same horizontal plane. Bends should not
be less than the minimum prescribed above. Temporarily support the cable end so that the
cable will not "droop" or "hang", pending final connection to the electronic apparatus.
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4.5.5 Cable installation in saw cuts
4.5.5.1 Use of saw cuts. When new lights are installed in existing pavements, for example,
runway centre line and touchdown zone lights and taxiway centre line lights, cable
installation in saw cuts or kerfs may be required. Only secondary circuits of isolating
transformers should be installed in saw cuts. This technique should not be used in new
pavement as it weakens the pavement.
4.5.5.2 Cutting the pavement. Saw cuts are made with diamond blade saws. The saw cut
or kerfs should be not less than 1 cm wide and not less than 2 cm deep. The width and
depth should be increased if several cables are to be installed in the same saw cut and at
entrances to light fixtures, transformer enclosures, and splice chambers. The depth of the
kerfs should be increased sufficiently to allow slack wire under the pavement joint where a
saw cut crosses a construction joint in the pavement. All saw cuts should be in straight lines
with vertical sides. The intersecting edges should be chamfered where saw cuts intersect to
reduce damage to the cable insulation. It may be desirable to collect the debris from saw
cutting and process it to recover the diamond grit.
4.5.5.3 Cleaning the saw cut. The saw cut should be sandblasted to remove all foreign
and loose material. Sand for blasting should be of the proper size and quality for this work
and applied with proper size nozzles and air pressure. Immediately prior to installing the
cables or wires, the saw cut should be flushed with a high-speed jet of water or steam and
dried with a high speed jet of air. Keep this area clean until completion of the work.
4.5.5.4 Installation of cables in saw cuts. Since these cables are for the secondary current
of isolating transformers, 600-volt insulation suitable for wet or damp locations should be
used. Polyvinyl-chloride, polyethylene, rubber, and ethylene propylene-rubber are suitable
types of insulation. A jacket over the insulation is not required. The conductor should be
stranded copper not less than 3.3 mm2 in cross sectional area. If the total length of the
conductor will exceed 350 metres, the conductor size should be not less than 5.2 mm2.
Usually single-conductor wire is used, but two-conductor cable is acceptable. Do not splice
the cable in the saw cuts; use only full length runs of cable. The cables should be placed at
the bottom of the saw cuts and anchored with rubber or plastic wedges or with
non-corrosive metal clips. There is no need for separation of cables when more than one
cable is placed in the same cut. The wedges or clips should be spaced approximately one
metre apart except that closer spacing may be desired at pavement joints, saw cut
intersections, and entrances to splice chambers or lights. Cables should be encased in
flexible tubing of polyethylene or other suitable material of not less than 0.3 metre in length
at joints in the pavements. The size of the tubing should be sufficient to allow movement of
the cables. The tubing should be cantered on the joint and the ends of the tubing wrapped
with tape to prevent the entrance of sealing materials.
4.5.5.5 Sealing the saw cut. The saw cut should be sealed with suitable adhesive
compounds along the entire length after the cables are installed. The compounds are usually
two-component liquid types suitable for the cable insulation and the type of concrete. Test
samples of the sealant should have a minimum elongation of 45 per cent The adhesive
components should not be older than recommended by the manufacturer and should not be
stored where the temperature exceeds 3CC or the manufacturer's recommendations. The
manufacturer's instructions should be followed in mixing and installing. Usually if the
adhesive components are pre-warmed to 25'C before and during mixing, the compound
may be satisfactorily installed and cured without the application of external heat if the
ambient temperature is 7'C or greater. The joints of pavement in the areas of saw cuts
should be packed with roving material such as hemp, jute, cotton, or flax to prevent the
sealing material from flowing into the open joint. All surplus and spilled material should be
removed.
4.5.5.6 Cable terminations. Cables should be properly terminated in fixtures, transformer
enclosures, and splice chambers. The entrances to these termination units should be sealed.
The termination ends of the cables should be suitably connected and the cable protected
from moisture entering the cable between the conductor and the end of the insulation.
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4.5.6 Cable marking
4.5.6.1 All cables and cable routes should be marked for easy identification in the future.
4.5.6.2 Cable tagging. All cables should be tagged in each manhole or handhold with not
less than two tags per cable, one near each duct entrance hole. Tags should be attached to
cable immediately after installation. Cable terminations and potheads should be tagged as to
function, facility which it serves, and other pertinent data. Tags should be of suitable size
and thickness, preferably of copper. They should be securely attached to the cable using
nylon cord. Marking of tags should consist of an abbreviation of the name of facility or
facilities served by the cable, the letter indicating the type of service (power, telephone,
control and radio frequency (coax)) provided by the cable. Where telephone type cable is
used for control functions, it should be marked as a control cable, not a telephone cable.
Where two or more identical cables are used to serve the same facility, they may be
bundled under one tag.
4.5.6.3 Cable route markers. Direct earth-burial cable routes should be marked every 60
metres along the cable run, at each change of direction of the cable, and at each cable splice
with a concrete slab marker of suitable size and thickness. These markers should be
installed shortly after the final backfill of the cable trench. The markers should be installed
flat in the ground with the top approximately 2.5 cm above the finished grade. After the
concrete marker has set a minimum of 24 hours, the top surface should be painted bright
orange with paint suitable for uncured exterior concrete. Each cable marker should have the
following information impressed upon its top surface:
(a) The word "CABLE" or "SPLICE". The letter designating the type of cable spliced
should precede the word "SPLICE".
(b) The name of the facility served;
(c) The type of cable installed should be marked with "POWER", "CONTROL",
"TELEPHONE", or "COAXIAL", or with suitable abbreviations f or these terms.
The designation of all type cables installed should be shown on the marker;
(d) Arrows to indicate the direction or change of direction of the cable run
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(e) The letters should not be less than 10 cm high, 7 cm wide and 1 cm deep;
(f) Cables installed in duct or conduit should have cable markers installed every 60
metres and at every change in direction of cable, except markers should not be
installed in concrete or asphalt surfaces; and
(g) Manholes and hand holes shall be identified by purpose.
4.5.7 Enclosures for connections
4.5.7.1 Installation of enclosures. Most cable connections to the isolating transformers are
in transformer enclosures, in bases for lighting fixtures which are below the surface at the
edge of paved runways or taxiways, or in the pavement. Preferably, these enclosures are
installed at the designated locations in a poured concrete foundation which encases the
enclosure container by not less than 10 to 15 cm of concrete around the bottom and sides.
Metal conduits connected to entrances of the container for admitting the cables of the
circuit should extend through the concrete walls. These conduits should be provided with
clamps for connecting the ground wires or counterpoises. The top of the container must be
level and at the proper depth below the top surface of the concrete for mounting the light
fixture or cover plate. A holding device or jig should be used to maintain level, alignment,
and proper depth of the top of the enclosure container during installation and curing of the
concrete. The ends of cables are pulled into the enclosure container and the end of the
conduit outside the concrete foundation is sealed around the cable with a suitable
compound to keep the enclosure free of water. The elevated lights, semi-flush lights, or
blank covers mounted on these containers should include a gasket or other means of sealing
to prevent water from entering the container.
4.5.7.2 Installation in existing pavement. If lights are to be installed in existing pavements,
installing the transformer enclosures in concrete foundations may not be practical. Usually
the transformer enclosure is located at the edge of the pavement and the secondary cables to
the light are installed in saw cuts. A transformer enclosure, junction box, or the light fixture
may be installed at the location for the light for making the connections to the light by
boring a hole of the proper size and depth in the pavement. The light fixture may be
mounted on an enclosure or be of a type suitable for installing directly in the hole. Holes of
proper diameter for the fixtures or enclosures should be bored in the pavement with
diamond-edged bits. The bottom of the hole for junction boxes and light fixtures should be
flat or slightly concave except that an area 2.5 cm wide around the perimeter should be flat.
If the holes are drilled too deep, they should be filled with sealant compound to the desired
depth and the compound permitted to cure before proceeding with the installation.
4.5.7.3 Installing the enclosure. The sides and bottom of the transformer enclosure,
junction box, or fixture should be sandblasted immediately prior to installation. Also
sandblast the inside faces of the bored hole. The bottom and sides of the enclosure or
fixture and the faces and bottom of the bored hole should be covered with a coating of a
suitable sealant with a minimum amount that will completely fill the space between the
concrete and the fixture or enclosure. The sealant compound is usually a two-part paste
compound which is mixed and installed in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
A holding device or jig should be used for installing each light or enclosure to assure its
proper elevation and alignment. The holding device should be left in place until the sealant
has set. The cables should be pulled in and brought into position for connecting or splicing
as required and the entrance should be sealed. All su lus sealant or embeddin4 Comp Qund
should be removed.
4.5.7.4 Direct burial of isolating transformers. Direct-burial isolating transformers
should usually be Installed at the same depth as the cables connected to the transformers.
Transformers and cables should be arranged so that there will be no bends or stresses on the
connectors, and the cables and leads should be provided with slack to accommodate earth
settling and frost heaves. Use proper connectors and tape the outside joint with 2 or 3 turns
of electrical tape. Do not make splices for connecting the cables to the transformers.
4.5.7.5 Installing isolating transformers in transformer enclosures. When isolating
transformers are installed in transformer enclosures, the transformers should be positioned
with a flat side on the bottoms of the enclosures, if possible. Connect the cables to the leads
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of the transformers using suitable connectors, not splices, and tape the joints. Connectors
should lie flat on the bottoms of the enclosures without bending or tension if possible.
Ground connections on isolating transformers should be connected to the ground wire if
such connections are provided. If the internal tempera tures in the enclosures will be more
than 120*C, a section of aluminium foil between the light fixtures and the transformers will
reduce the effects of the heat on the transformer.
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CHAPTER 5
CABLES FOR UNDERGROUND SERVICE AT AERODROMES
5.1 FEATURES OF THE CABLES
5.1.1 Characteristics of cables for underground service
5.1.1.1 Insulation. The following insulation materials are commonly specified because
they provide the maximum rated conductor temperatures for operating, overload, and
short-circuit conditions for cables rated up to a maximum of 35 kilovolts:
(a) Cross-linked polyethylene (XLP). This thermo-setting compound has excellent
electrical properties, good chemical resistance, good physical strength
characteristics, and remains flexible at low temperatures.
(b) Ethylene-propylene rubber (EPR). This compound has electrical properties which
are considered equal to cross-linked polyethylene; therefore, the contractor should
be given the option to provide either type.
5.1.1.2 The following insulation materials may be used where special circumstances
warrant their lower rated conductor temperatures or their lower rated maximum voltage
class.
(a) Rubber. Rubber insulated conductors provide ease of splicing, good moisture
resistance, and low dielectric losses.
(b) Varnished cambric. Varnished cambric insulation is used for resistance to ozone
and oil and for ease of splicing. Use varnished cambric principally in conjunction
with paper-insulated cable where oil migration is a problem. Where installed in wet
or highly humid locations or underground, varnished-cambric insulation must be
provided with a suitable sheath.
(c) Paper insulated. Use paper insulated cable for low ionization, long life, high
dielectric strength, low dielectric losses, and good stable characteristics under
temperature variations. As with varnished-cambric insulation, paper insulation
requires a suitable protective metallic sheath. It may be specified as an option when
existing cables are paper insulated, or as a requirement when the extra cost is
justified because neither cross-linked polyethylene or ethylene-propylene rubber
provide the required qualities.
(d) Butyl rubber. This thermosetting insulation has high dielectric strength and is
highly resistant to moisture, heat, and ozone. It can be used up to 35 kilovolts, but
has lower rated conductor temperatures than either cross-linked polyethylene or
ethylene-propylene rubber.
(e) Silicone rubber. This thermosetting insulation is highly resistant to T7-eat, ozone,
and corona. It can be used in wet or dry locations, exposed, or in conduit. It has the
highest rated conductor temperatures but can be used only for applications up to five
kilovolts.
5.1.1.3 Cable sheaths
(a) Non-metallic. Non-metallic sheaths should be flexible, moisture repellent, and long
lasting. Neoprene, which is often used as non-metallic cable sheaths, is unsuitable in
many locations. This material frequently absorbs excessive amounts of water which
may penetrate through to the insulation. Some non-metallic-sheath materials,
especially in some tropical areas, are reported to be damaged by micro-organisms,
insects. and plant life. Some sheath materials, which perform well where installed
underground or in conduits, deteriorate rapidly if installed where it is exposed to
sunlight. Materials which become brittle at low temperatures should not be used in
cold regions. In some locations, rodents frequently damage non-metallic-sheathed
cable. In these areas the cable should be installed in ducts or metallic-sheathed cable
should be used.
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(b) Metallic. Cables exposed to mechanical damage or high internal pressure require a
metallic sheath, such as lead, aluminium, or steel. Certain insulations, such as paper
and varnished cambric, require such protection in all cases.
5.1.1.4 Cable coverings A suitable covering or jacket may be required for corrosion
protection of metallic sheaths.
5.1.1.5 Shielded cables. Shielding of a medium-voltage distribution cable is required to
confine the electric field to the insulation itself and to prevent leakage currents from
reaching the outside surface of the cable. Insulation shielding is required on all nonmetallic-shielded cable rated two kilovolts and above, except for aerodrome-lighting
series-circuit cables, and all metallic-sheathed cable rated five kilovolts and above. Shields
should be grounded to reduce the hazards of shock. Grounding is required at each
termination, otherwise dangers induced shield voltages may occur.
5.1.1.6 Cable fireproofing Cables in manholes, handholds, and transformer vaults
operating at 2 400 volts or over, or exposed to the failure of other cables operating at these
voltages, should be fireproofed with a suitable spray coating. Exceptions may be made
where physical separation, isolation by barriers, or other considerations permit.
5.1.1.7 Protection against corona damage. Insulation of high-voltage cables which may
be damaged by ozone should be protected against this damage by controlling corona, which
produces ozone, by placing a thin semi-conducting film between the conductor and its
insulation. This film fills the voids between the conductor and the insulation thus
preventing the generation of corona and hence ozone. (See 5.1.3.6.)
5.1.1.8 Cable conductors. Annealed copper is used in most forms of insulated con doctors
because of its high conductivity, flexibility, and ease of handling. Medium hard-drawn
copper has greater tensile strength than annealed copper. Aluminium con doctors may
permitted as a conductor's option except where corrosive conditions.1imit their usage.
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5.1.2 Classes of service
5.1.2.1 Low-voltage cables. Low-voltage cables -- insulation rated at 600 volts or less –
are used to connect the second Aries of series/series isolating transformers to the lamps in
the fixtures, for low-voltage distribution circuits, and as low-voltage feeder circuits to
single units and the shorter circuits. The conductors are usually copper but may be
aluminium, and either single- or multi-conductor cables are used. Bothb solid and stranded
conductors are used but stranded is preferred if frequent flexing of the cable is expected.
The cross-sectional area of the conductor may vary from 2 mm2 to 8 mm2 or larger if
necessary to decrease the voltage drop.
5.1.2.2 High-voltage cables For aerodrome lighting, high-voltage cables are used mostly
for source power distribution and feeder cables. The criteria and materials are the same as
power distribution cables discussed in paragraphs 2.5.5 to 2.5.7. The voltages used usually
range from 1 000 to 5 000 volts. Conductor sizes usually are in the range of 3.3 mm2 to 21
mm2 in cross-section but larger sizes are occasionally used. These cables may be either
single-conductor or two- or three-conductor cables. Consider the soil, environment, method
of installation, subjection to chemicals, and any special problems in selecting the insulation,
jackets, sheathing, and shielding for these cables.
5.1.2.3 Series aerodrome lighting cables. The requirements of the cables for this purpose
have been standardized more than have the cable requirements for most power circuits. The
series current used in these circuits is between 6 and 20 amperes. The conductor size
commonly used is 8.4 mm2 in cross-section but some 3.3 MM2 cable is also used. These
cables are single-conductor. The conductor is usually stranded but solid conductor can also
be used. The insulation is usually 5 000-volt rated. A non-metallic jacket over the insulation
is commonly used. Metallic-tape shielding between the insulation and jacket or between the
jacket and non-metallic covering is often used but may not be required for some
installation. The preferred series-lighting cables are stranded, copper, 8.3 mm2 conductor;
cross-linked polyethylene, ethylene-propylene-rubber, or Buna-rubber insulation;
chlorosulfonated polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride, polyethylene, or heavy duty neoprene
jacketed; metal-tape shielded types.
5.1.2.4 Control cables. Control cables are low-voltage cables usually in pairs or
multi-conductor. A group of single-conductor cables may be used for some simple control
circuits. Some control cables have one or two larger conductors for the line voltage and/or
neutral and several smaller conductors for the individual controls. Other installations may
use a pair of larger wires for the line and neutral and other cables with many smaller
conductor wires for the individual controls. Multi-conductor control cables have 7, 12, 16,
or many more conductors are used. Most control cables have stranded copper conductors.
The size of the conductor is selected to keep the line voltage drop within an acceptable
range. The cross-sectional size of the conductors is usually between 3.3 mm2 and 0.5 mm2.
The insulation resistance rating must be suitable for the control voltage which is usually
250 volts or less. Rubber, polyethylene, poly vinyl chloride, varnished cambric, and paper
are some of the types of insulation for control cables. Thin insulation is desirable to reduce
the diameter of the cable. Twisted pairs or spiralling of the conductors is desirable for
alternating-current control circuits to reduce the induced voltage between circuits.
Multi-conductor cables must have an outside jacket and may be shielded with metal tape.
5.1.2.5 Communications cable. Special intercommunications or telephone circuits should
be installed to provide communications between control tower, lighting vaults, and offices
or stations. The circuits are usually one or more twisted-pair telephone type cable These
cables should be suitable for underground installation. Although the control cables may be
used for communications at some installations, separate cables in separate conduits or well
separated in the trench, if direct burial, are preferred.
5.1.2.6 Ground wires. A ground wire or counterpoise wire should be installed to protect
underground power and control cables from high ground current surges in areas where
damage from lightning strikes may be expected. The ground wire should be installed
between the earth's surface and the underground cables. It is usually an uninstalled,
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stranded copper conductor. The size of this ground wire should be not less than the largest
size conductors which it protects. Cross-section area of the conductor may range from 8.4
mm2 to 21 mm2 or larger. It should be a continuous conductor and connected to each
fixture, light base, and ground rod or connection along its route.
5.1.3 Causes of cable damage
5.1.3.1 Cable faults are frequent reasons for aerodrome lighting circuit failures and often
require considerable time and effort to locate and repair. Effective methods of reducing
cable faults improve reliability of the system. Better knowledge of the causes of damage to
cable should aid in choosing types of cable and installation procedures. Some of these
causes are discussed below.
5.1.3.2 Mechanical damage
Probably most cable faults are caused by mechanical
damage. Poor installation techniques and procedures are probably the most common cause
of mechanical damage, but frost heaves, vibration from aircraft or vehicle traffic, rodents,
ground shifting or settling, and many other reasons may physically damage the cable. Some
types of mechanical damage are:
(a) Nicks and scrapes of the insulation.
(b) Over stressing of the cable when pulling into ducts or unrolling the cable for direct
burial.
(c) Stones or foreign objects in the beds or backfills of trenches.
(d) Inadequate slack at entrances to or inside of handholds, manholes, light bases,
conduits, fixtures, connections to equipment, connectors, splices, along trenches or
conduit, or other locations where settling, maintenance, installations, or weather
may increase stresses.
(e) Nicking of the conductor at splices or connector joints may later break the conductor.
(f) Inadequate separation of cables in trenches, either vertically or horizontally, at slack
loops of cable, or places where earth compaction or freezing action may force two
sections of cable into direct contact.
(g) Freezing or frost heaves forcing the cable against ice, frozen earth, or any other solid
object or material. Proper cushioning and slack to reduce stress at these points is
necessary.
(h) Improperly supported cables in manholes or other areas where sagging or exposure
may result in objects or persons putting pressure on the cable.
(f) Vibration from traffic passing over the cable or from equipment operation attached to
or near the cable may cause fatigue of the conductor or of the jacket and insulation.
Where such conditions may exist or be developed, install the cables in ducts which
extend well beyond the area of vibration.
(j) Breaking or separation of conduits or ducts may break the cable. The installation of
the ducts and conduit must be properly joined and suitably backfilled and tamped.
5.1.3.3 Water penetration. A ground fault is formed when water is able to penetrate
through the cable sheath and insulation to the conductor. Water penetration or leakage may
occur at splices, connections, cable terminations, physical damage areas, unsatisfactory
insulation, pinholes from lightning or over voltage, or other defects.
(a) Improperly made splices and improperly installed connector kits are a frequent
source of water penetration. See Section 5.2 for instructions for making splices and
installing connectors.
(b) In order to avoid water penetration at the ends of cable, these ends should be kept
clean and free from moisture before as well as after connecting to the equipment.
The ends of spare cables should be similarly protected. Some types of insulation,
especially paper and mineral filled, may attract moisture from the atmosphere
during periods of high humidity. The ends of the cables of these types should be
kept sealed at all times even after connecting to the equipment.
(c) Some insulations, either from defects or composition, may permit excessive water
penetration. Quality tests of insulation resistance should detect such defects. There
are reports that some neoprene-jacketed cable is not adequately water resistant,
although other reports state that cable of this type performs well. Before cable is
purchased, the performance of the type of cable at other installations, preferably
from the same manufacturer, should be investigated.
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(d) Lightning strikes may severely damage cables or the induced voltages may be
enough to damage the insulation by creating pinholes. These pinholes are more
likely to occur at points of crossing cables or where the cable is near or in contact
with metal conductors. Properly installed ground wire or counterpoises should
reduce the damage from lightning strikes.
(e) Excessive voltage may be applied to a cable, either accidentally or from faulty
operation. Damage to the cable may not be noticeable immediately.
5.1.3.4 Chemical damage Often aerodrome lighting cables are located in areas where fuel,
oil, acids, or other chemicals may be present regularly or occasionally. These chemicals
affect the insulation resistance of some types of cables. If it is known, or suspected, that
cables may be exposed to such chemicals, select a type of cable which is resistant to these
chemicals.
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5.1.3.5 Rodent damage-. In some areas, direct burial cable is damaged by rodents,
especially gophers, gnawing g the insulation. There is some evidence that the rodents may
be attracted to the cable either by the heat emitted from it or by its taste. Where rodent
damage is a serious problem, it may be desirable to install the cable in ducts or to use
metal-sheathed cable.
5.1.3.6 Micro-organism or plant damage Micro-organisms and plants are reported to
have damaged some types of cables in tropical or subtropical areas. Other types of cable are
not seriously affected. If it is anticipated that such problems may occur, select a type of
cable which is known to be resistant to such micro-organisms and plants.
5.1.3.7 Ozone and corona damage. Some cable insulations are damaged by ozone and
thus by the corona produced by the circuit or by nearby circuits. Cable insulations are
available which satisfactorily resist these effects. Select cables with these qualities if the
cable is carrying high voltages or may be exposed to other sources of ozone or corona. In
the past some States have used cables which were not protected against corona damage for
runway and approach light series systems reasoning that these systems are operated at full
intensity for only a relatively small number of hours per year. Consequently, these cables
are subjected to high-voltage stress during only a small fraction of the time in service.
This practice has been found to be undesirable since the reduction in cost is small and
because some of this cable invariably is inserted into the power distribution circuits and are
subjected to continuous high-voltage stress.
5.1.3.8 ' Ultraviolet damage Some cable insulation, which performs satisfactorily in
underground installations, may become brittle and deteriorate rapidly where exposed to
sunlight if used on elevated supports such as approach light towers. If the cable will receive
this sort of exposure, select cable with insulation which resists ultraviolet or install the
cable in metal conduit.
5.1.3.9 Cable deterioration. Most cable insulation deteriorates slowly. The service life of
underground cables should be 10 to 20 years.
5.2 CABLE CONNECTIONS
5.2.1 Cable splices
5.2.1.1 All cable splices should be performed by experienced and qualified cable splices
using high standards of workmanship. Splicing methods and materials should be of types
recommended by the manufacturer of the splicing material for the particular type of cable
being spliced. All cable splices should meet the following requirements.
5.2.1.2 Power cables insulated for more than 5 000 volts. Splice kits designed for the
type of cable being spliced should be used. When such kits are not available, taped splices
made in accordance with paragraph 5.2.2 may be used. Epoxy or resin splices should not be
used.
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5.2.1.3 Power cables with 610- to 5 000-volt insulation. Pressure epoxy-resin splices
envelopes and cast splice kits designed for the cable should be used in strict conformance
with the manufacturer's instructions. Taped splices should be used only if necessary.
5.2.1.4 Power cables insulated for 600 volts or less. Cast splice kits or pressure
epoxy-resin splice envelopes suitable for all direct earth-burial cable may be used. Taped
splices using retrenched or heat-shrinkable tubing as a covering may also be used.
5.2.1.5 Control and telephone cables. A type of re-enterable filled splice envelope is
available for use on thermoplastic-insulated non-pressurised cables. Splices to existing
pressurised, lead-covered, or paper-insulated cables should be in accordance with the
requirements of the authority involved.
-5.2.2 Taped splices
5.2.2.1 Taped splices are usually used only when satisfactory connectors and splice kits
cannot be obtained. If taped splices are to be made, the correct technique must be used in
order to obtain satisfactory service. The technique described below is intended for
single-conductor cable but applies with suitable adoption to multi-conductor cable splice.
5.2.2.2 Keep the ends of the cables to be joined clean and protected from moisture at all
times.
5.2.2.3 Carefully taper and remove the covering, jacket, metallic shield, sheath, and
insulation from the ends of the cables to be joined. Remove all traces of insulation from the
conductors for a length of approximately 2 cm being very careful not to nick the conductor.
Smoothly taper the insulation back from the conductor for 2 cm or more. Remove the
sheath, metal tape, jacket, etc. back along the outer surface of the insulation layer for an
additional 2 cm (see Figure 5-1a). This offset of the tapering should block paths of water
penetrating along the tapering. Keep intact the metal tape for shielding, if involved, over the
entire length of the splice. Similarly, taper the e non-metallic sheath for 2 cm or more.
Remove any steel or metal armour or outer metal covering but leave stubs or ends for
reconnecting across the splice.
5.2.2.4 Use a crimp-type connector to join the ends of the conductor. Crimp the connector
onto the ends of the conductors using a tool designed to make a complete crimp before the
tool can be removed (see Figure 5~1b). The conductor connector may also be soldered if
desired.
5.2.2.5 Using rubber or synthetic rubber tape of good quality, carefully wrap the joint one
layer at a time maintaining enough tension on the tape for approximately 25 per cent
elongation and overlapping the tape approximately 50 per cent of its width. Each layer will
extend further up the taper along the insulation. Continue this build up of layers of rubber
tape to the full size of the insulation layer. See Figure 5-1c.
5.2.2.6 If shielding tape is used over the insulation, connect the metal tape, which should
have been kept intact, across the splice by soldering or using suitable connectors. Wrap
with extra metal tape of similar type if needed.
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5.2.2.7 Continue to wrap the rubber tape as in 5.2.2.5 to not less than 1.5 times the
diameter of the cable. Carefully apply tension on the tape to prevent any voids and obtain
good
adhesion to the cable surfaces and each inside layer of tape.
5.2.2.8 Over the rubber, add several layers of high-insulation-resistance, flame-retardant,
weather- and cold-resistant tape. Apply the plastic tape with appreciable tension and
overlapping each turn by approximately 50 per cent of its width. The plastic tape should
extend for 3 cm or more along the surface of the insulation of sheath on each side of the
splice.
5.2.2.9 If the cable has a steel-armour or other metallic cover, connect a length of
grounding braid across the splice and fasten to the armour on the cable with suitable clamp
connectors and/or solder on each side of the splices (see Figure 5-2a). If the cable is lead
encased, make a suitable wiped-lead joint over the splice to provide a waterproof seal to the
lead covering on the cable. If the metal covering is protected from corrosion by a coating,
apply a coating of similar material over the entire surface of the cable and splice in the area
of this work.
5.2.3 Connector kits for aerodrome lighting
5.2.3.1 Use of connector kits. In recent years most series-circuit connections have been
made using connector kits. Although the cost of connector kits is significant, the time saved
in installation and the ease with which circuits can be opened and resoled when locating
faults have made their use desirable. Since the leads of most isolating transformers are now
manufactured with connectors, cable connectors are required and provide an easy means of
connecting or disconnecting the transformer into the series circuit and to the light.
Single-conductor connectors are shown in Figure 5-3.
5.2.3.2 Installation of connectors. The cable ends should be prepared carefully in
accordance with the instructions, keeping both the cable ends and the connector surfaces
free of dirt and moisture. Make certain that any cavities between the cable and interior of
the connector are filled with the gel provided to prevent voids. After joining the connectors
ensure that air is not trapped which may tend to force the connection apart. Taping over the
joint with vinyl electric tape to keep the area clean and from separating is suggested.
5.2.4 Coaxial cables
5.2.4.1 Non-pressurized coaxial cables. Coaxial cable should be joined using appropriate
coaxial connectors. Each connector should be covered with a 15 cm minimum length of
heat-shrinkable tubing having a 3:1 or higher shrink ratio. A suitable spray cable adhesive
may be sprayed on the cable but not the connector prior to shrinking. A flame less heat gun
should be used for shrinking the heat-shrinkable tubing. An alternate covering may be
retrenched, mechanically shrinkable tubing applied as recommended by the manufacturer.
5.2.4.2 Splices in pressurized coaxial cables. No field-installed splice in pressurized
coaxial cable should be allowed unless specifically authorised.
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5.2.5 Connection of conductors
5.2.5.1 Power conductors. Connections of cable conductors should be made using crimp
connectors utilizing a crimping tool designed to make a complete crimp before the tool can
be removed. Split-bolt connectors may be used for low-voltage circuits of 600
volts or less.
5.2.5.2 Control and telephone cables. Joining of telephone or control conductors should
be done with a twisted and soldered splice or an appropriate self-stripping, reinsulated
connector installed with the specific tool designed to crimp the connector. Colour coding of
the conductors should be followed throughout the installation.
5.2.5.3 Cable armour and shields. Armour shields should be electrically bonded across
the splice by cleaning and soldering. Use sections of metal braid and conducting tape, if
needed. Armour and shielding should be completely insulated from each and from ground,
except as noted in paragraph 4.5.3.3.
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